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MEMORY HELD HIM
And His Reverie Took Him Back

to a

Far-Awa-

Country

y

Home.
By RICHARD

.

P08T.

.

It was a full bait hour after the curtain rose when Travis saw her. Even
then he was doubtful. In the mace
of pretty girls who weaved through
the Intricate and bewildering combinations of dances and marches on the
stage he could not be certain that the
slight, girlish figure was Ceclla Raymond.
Now the chorus formed In a
billowy line of white and surged forward like a
wave to the
footlights. The girl he watched was
third from the end in the second line
and the young man could not distinguish her features.
"A very common-plac- e
chorus," MIbs
Davis commented to her escort, as the
curtain fell.
"I thought that little brunette near
the end In the second row was, well-q- uite
pretty," he ventured.
Miss Lorene Davis glanced at him
sharply. "It's all a matter of1 opinion
of course," she replied, acridly. "As
for myself, I haven't seen ever a passably
woman on he stage
foam-creste-

d

good-lookin- g

tonight"

But Ralph Davis was paying scant
For a moment memory held him. Was it Cecils
Raymond T Could it be she?
"Why not?" he asked himself bitterly. "Who knows where she went or
how far may have fallen since she
slipped away from Lancastar two
years agoT Then Cecile wished to be
a grand opera star." He smiled with
a synicism beyond his years. "They
so often end up in the chorus it may
be after all," h "concluded.
"If she " and then his honesty of
thought drove back the reproaches he
started to heap upon Cecile. "No, It
was my fault, just mine," he admitted.
: was- too ambitious,-- 1 didn't dare to
auk her when I had little to offer. Ce.
clle on her part was lmpa'tient and
went away to make a name for herself. It was all my fault," he repeated,
unconscious that he spoke aloud.
"What's your fault?" Miss Davis asked, turning a wondering glance upon
him.
Ralph came out of his reverie suddenly. "That I didn't bring a bos of
candy for you," he replied with quick
He hailed a boy and
bought an expensive
package.
For an Instant Travis' eyes rested
on the woman at his side. Superbly
gowned. Miss Davis possessed a regular If somewhat colorless beauty. Her
good breeding showed Itself in every
line of her face and If there was a
certain hardness in her features, too
much of a steely glitter In the pale
blue eyes, the amount of ber father's
fortune atoned for any deficiencies.
Certainly, Travis, two years before a
nobody and now only a rising young
man, perhaps undeservedly credited
with two engineering triumphs, should
thank his stars of fortune that It was
he who was favored to sit at Miss
Dlvis' side.
Travis knew well that In the next
box was Edgerton Oreen, contender
for the hand of the girl who that evening favored Ralph with her smiles.
To be In his place the young man
doubted not that Green would have
given all he possessed. "Certainly,"
Travis reflected, "I should consider
myself lucky .'V
But strangely enough he was dissatisfied. The girl was probably not
Cecile.
Even if she were, what waa
she to him?
Two years on the stage, In the ballet! With his somewhat austere training he shuddered to think what ber
life must have been. No; If the dancer
should prove to be Cecile, she held
no Interest for him.
Yet, when the curtain roBe, he for

attention to her remarks.

-

two-poun- d

Little Mothero and Fathers.
A book has lately been published
which attempts to prove that child
labor under certain conditions Is not
disadvantageous to the child. Instances are given which are rather
convincing. These cases do not prove
that, children ought to work In factories. And yet the author Is wise,
very wise In this: that he recognizees
the value of responsibility to the
child. I have been deeply touched
within the last week or two by some
UtUt fotburc and mothers ot mjr
.

got the woman beside him and with
an unconscious eagerness leaned forward In his seat, his eyes strained to
catch the first sight of the diminutive figure, third from the end second
row.
The pretty conceit of the second act
was the appearance of the "Tiger-Lilies.- "
The ballet, a few minutes before
gowned In dainty white, now appeared
In flaming crimson, their heads crowned with scarlet and yellow caps, fashioned In the shape of a lily. Then It
was that Travis knew the one whom
his eyes sought was Indeed Cecile Raymond. The gorgeousness of ber costume only accentuated the pallor of
her cheeks, the feverish luster of her
large, brown eyes, the dead blackness
of her massed hair.
Cecile knew him. He read that in
the first glance. Despite stage decorum her eyes continually wandered
toward his box. She executed the lively, rollicking dance mechanically, keeping time and step with the skill of
long habit But the man, leaning forward in his seat, unconscious of the
stately girl at his side, of the multitude of men and women about him,
knew Intuitively that Cecile's thoughts
were with him, as his were with her.
In his reverie fancy took blm back
once more on a peaceful river In the
y
country of his home Cecile's
home." They were together, hardly
more than boy and girl, in a canoe
drifting slowly down the stream. The
month was August, the sun
on the swiftly flowing water of
but they coasted along the
bank In the deep shade of the overhanging trees. And there, at the edge
grew,
of the bushes, tall tiger-Ulle- s
their crimson coloring resplendent
against the background of green. Together they had picked the lilies together that summer afternoon of the
long ago. , Ha wondered Idly if the
girl on the Stage remembered.
In the Instant something happened.
The ballet had swung far to the left,
almost below his box. Suddenly Cecile's white face grew even whiter, she
swayed and fell in a little heap. The
line of dancers swung around and
passed her, away to the Benter of the
stage. Too well trained were they to
allow even for an instant anything to
break the flawless mechanism of their
execution. Somebody from the wings
would drag out the girl who had
fallen; the play must go on.
But before a stage hand could reach
her Travis had climbed the railing of
the box and leaped upon the stage.
Bending for an Instant over the unconscious girl, he quickly raised the slender form and bore her In his arms,
away from the glare of lights and the
blatant music to the quiet of a dressing room any dressing room, it did
not matter to the commanding young
man, whose face so set and stern made
men obey him.
"Cecile, Cecile," be whispered, "my
dear little tiger-lilAnd the girl opening her eyes, smiling wistfully, understood that he referred not to the tawdry Bplendoc of
ber garb, but to the days, so many
weary weeks and months and years
before, when they had drifted together
on the quiet river and gathered the
gorgous lilies on its banks.
"I was so tired," she murmured.
"And now you've come, Ralph, and Its
all right."
"Starved herself, the poor little
thing," the motherly wardrobe woman explained In a low voice. "She
wouldn't do like many of the girls,"
the woman motioned toward the stage
from which waves of applause rolled
as the ballet scampered
Into the
wings. "She was paid only fifteen a
week and bad . (o provide her own
clothes. The chick hasn't had a square
meal In a month. No wonder she
fainted dead away."
"It was all a mistake, Just a misunderstanding." Travis said In a low voice
and the woman nodded with comprehension. "But it will be all right now,
Just as she said." With the tenderness of a woman the young man lifted
the slight form and carried her to a
couch.
Meanwhile in the theater Edgerton
,

tar-awa-

l,

y.

-

quaintance. . They are the children
of a Janitor In an apartment house.
The care they give one another Is no
bss thai beautiful. If these children
don't grow up to be better men and
women than do the Inexperienced
children of the rich, my Judgment. Is
decidedly at fault New York Press.

Oreen had taken Travis' place at Miss
Davis' side. When Ralph thought of TO TAKE OUT STAINS
the woman he had left alone In the
box he regretted his unavoidable rudeness. She was welcome to think of SIMPLE AGENTS
THAT MAY BE
him as a cad or however else she
EMPLOYED
BY
HOUSEWIFE.
pleased. For. he had Cecile, he had
found again his little sirl of the tiger
lilies, and amid his happiness nothGood Idea Is to Have a Set of Rules
ing else of this world mattered.
That May Be Poeted In a Con(Copyright, MIS, by the MoClure Newspaper Syndicate.)
spicuous Position About
the House.
WERE COMRADES AT DINNER
It is hard for even the housewife
Rufus Claim to Acquaintanceship of large experience to remember exactly the simple agents for removing
With British General Had Actual
various stains. Knowlege of the avFoundation.
erage maid or laundress Is still more
After peace was declared In the limited, hence a device which serves
War of 1812, Rufus Brown, a lank In one house as a constant Jog to the
Vermonter, was watting with the memory. It is a set of rules printed
United States troops at Niagara Falls upon a yard of the blackboard cloth
for orders to return home. Anxious used on schoolroom walls.
gun he had
to try a double-barreleInstead of writing with chalk, print
Just bought, Rufus obtained permis- the rules neatly In the form of a
a
over
cross
Into Canada for
sion to
table In white oil paint, thinned with
day's shooting. But game was shy, turpentine. This medium, If properly
and late In the afternoon, with his dried. Is permanent; it cannot be disgun still untried, as he was returning turbed either by steam or by rubdisgustedly, a crow perched on a tree bing. After allowing . It to dry for
top not far from British headquarters, four or five days It may be tacked
tempted him, and he brought It down on the kitchen wall. Inclosed in a
with one barrel. The shot brought frame of plain pine picture molding.
out a British general, who, as Rufus
Here Is a copy of the table for any
stooped to pick up the crow, said:
one who may
to make one:
"That's a fine gun; will you let me . Ink Stains care
In sour milk.
Soak
If
it?"
see
a dark stain remains, rinse In a weak
gun,
Rufus handed him the
when solution of
chloride of lime.
the general, with sudden fire In his
Blood 8tains Soak In cold salt waeye, said:
ter, then wash In warm water with
"Tou scoundrel, you have shot my
pet crow, and now you've got to eat plenty of soap; afterward boll.
Grass Stains Saturate the spot
thoroughly
with kerosene, then put
Rufus explained, then stormed, then
begged, but the general was mad. In the washtub.
Iodine Stains Wash With alcohol,
clear through, and would not let him
off until three mouthfula of raw crow then rinse In soapy water.
Hot Tea' and Coffee Stains Soak the
had been gulped down.
"There," he said, handing back the stained fabrio In cold water, wring,
gun, "that will teach you a wholesome spread out and pour a few drops ot
glycerine on each spot Let It stand
lesson."
several hours,
'
away
two steps, Water and soap. then wash with cold
Rufus walked
wheeled sharply around, and leveling
Iron Rust Soak the stain thoroughhis gun at the general's head, said:
ly with lemon Juice, sprinkle with salt
"Eat the rest of that crow."
and bleach for several hours In the
The general. In turn, blustered and sun.
pleaded, but In vain; he had to finish
Grease Spots Hot water and soap
the unsavory meal.
generally remove these. If fixed by
Next day Rufus was called to Amer- long standing,
use ether, chloroform or
There he con- nsptha.
ican headquarters.
All
three
of these must be
angry
British
general
fronted the
"Rufus," said his commanding off- used away from either fire or artificial light
icer, "this Is General Forsythe; do you
Pitch, Wheel Grease, Tar Stains
know him?"
Soften the stains with lard, then soak
"Well." drawled Rufus, with a In turpentine.
Scrape oft carefully
twinkle in his eye, "we are sort of ac- with a knife
all
loose surface dirt;
the
together
yesterquainted. We dined
sponge clean with turpentine and rub
day."
gently til! dry.
Mildew Soak In a weak solution of
Miss Helen and the Tourists.
chloride of lime for several hours.
day
Miss
was
Helen
met Rinse In cold water.
One
Taft
by two tourists as she left the White
Sewing Machine Oil Stains Rub
House grounds. With that charming with lard. Let stand for several hours,
and Inexplicable gift for garrulity then wash with cold water and soap.
which tourists develop, they stopped
Scorch Stains Wet the scorched
her, and, not knowing that she was place, rub with soap and and bleach in
the president's daughter, asked her a the sun.
lot of questions about the White
Fru't Stains Stretch the fabric
Miss Taft submitted and
House.
containing
stain over the mouth
pointed out all the. various Interesting of a basin the
pour boiling water
and
grounds,
the
where
the on the stain. In cold weather fruit
things about
president
apartments of the
and his spot can frequently be removed by
family were situated, and other Inti- hanging the stained garments
mate details.
over night II the stain has
"Tou seem to know a lot about It, been fixed by time, soak the article In
my dear," said one of the women.
a weak solution of oxalic acid or hold
'Oh," replied Miss Taft laughingly, the spot over the fumes
of sulphur.
"you see, I am one of the assistants
to the chief cook."
To Clean Plaster Ornaments.
As she walked away she heard one
of the tourists declare:
Plaster of Paris pieces are pretty
"Quite refined looking for a domes- Just as long as they retain their spotless white color. If they become dusty
tic." Popular Magaslne.
they may be cleaned by scrubbing
Improved Shiny Cloth.
them with a soft brush dipped In gasoTo Improve shiny serge or cloth lay line. The first washing will leave the
It flat on the table and pass a piece gasoline very dirty, so you must careof fine sandpaper very gently over the fully wipe the figures and then repeat
shiny part The sandpaper will rough- the process. When thoroughly dirty,
en up the nap again, but be careful not and even this method of cleaning falls,
to rub too hard, as It may wear a hole the Images may be saade to look very
In your material.
attractive by painting with white
or given a glossy finish with
white enamel They may also ha renoCorrect
"What Is It that a cat is said to vated by making a weak solution of
have nine of, while a human being Isinglass water In which clean whiting
Is dissolved. Paint with this solution
has only one?" asked the teachers.
"Kittens," yelled the class. Cin and set aside to dry. They are also
very decorative when bronzed.
clnnatl Enquirer.
d

If

-

.

two or three times and wash the spot
with warm water and soap.
If the hands are covered well with
soap and It Is allowed to dry before
polishing the stove, the polish will
not adhere to the hands and will
wash oft without any trouble.
To remove the dust from radiators
Is an easy task If you possess an elecHelpful Remedies.
tric fan. Place this article oh the
Do you know that equal parti of floor In front of the radiator and apturpentine and ammonia will remove ply the current; move the fan up and
paint from clothing no matter how down until every particle ot dust baa
hud it Buy tT Saturate the paint been blown, from Uu efrioaa,

rs

e,

Virginia Stuffed Ham.
Put one ham into boiling water and
cook three hours; cool and remove
the skin and bone. Make a dressing
of a loaf of white bread, three onions
(chopped fine), one tablespoon butter,
one teaspoon each celery seed, sage
and thyme, and a little pepper and
salt Make a deep Incision In ham and
remove the bone. Fill the cavity-- with
Sprinkle with brown
the dressing.
sugar and bake slowly for two and a
half hours. Baste with the liquor in
whlih the bam was boiled.

HOUSEHOLD

NO. 7.
LORE

OF VALUE

8ome Good Old Rules That Have Been
Handed Down Through Many
Generations.
A capital method of cleaning copper
pans and kettles is to fill them first
of all with boiling water and then to
rub the outside with sour milk. The
milk must have reached the condition
of thick curds, a little being rubbed on
with a piece of flannel. Buttermilk Is
even more satisfactory.
When dry,
the metal should be polished with a
clean chamois leather.
Garlic Juice used to be considered
the best cement for fine china In by;
gone days. To extract the Juice from
the garlics, they were crushed In a
mortar and then pressed In a pieco of
muslin, the Juice being then collected
and painted on to the broken edges,
with a brush or a feather.
The finest whiting, crumbled to a
powder and then made Into a paste
with a drop or two of sweet oil, represents an excellent polish for metal
dish and pan covers. This should be
rubbed on with a piece of flannel, and
a little of the powdered whiting enclosed In a muslin bag afterwards spdlnk-le- d
over the top. A gloss may be obtained by finally scouring briskly with
a chamois leather.
A little soap rubbed on the hinges of
a door will prevent It from creaking.
An
method of cleaning
an oven is that of placing a handful
of straw inside It and setting fire to
It The oven door must be kept closed
until the straw has burned Itself out
The smoke was considered to soften
the crust of grease and fruit which it
is often lmposcible to prevent aftei
meat or fruit tarts have been cooked
In the oven. A knife may be required
to scrape the stains, and the whole
must be well scoured finally with a
cloth wrung out in boiling soda suds.

SUGGESTIONS

j
,

FOR HOUSEWIFE

A tiny piece of garlic laid on the lettuce half an hour before serving will
j,
give a slight savory flavor.
Knives not In daily use should be
well polished and burled In a box of '
';
sawdust until required for use.
To render boots and shoes water- proof In damp weather rub a little
mutton suet around-thedges of the
soles. Beeswax Is Just as efficacious.
Always empty out any water left
before filling the kettle. Very frequently the flat taste of tea is caused by
using water that has already been
'

'

e

boiled.

If a strong brine of salt and water
Is thrown over the coals less Boot will
collect in the flues and chimneys. The
fire, too, will burn clear and bright

When baking potatoes grease them
first with a little butter, and when
cooked they will be beautifully brown j
and crisp, with the glazed appearance
r.
that makes them so appetizing.
Mayonnaise dressing will separate
when too much salt has been added
to the egg yolks, or when the oil has:
been dropped too fast, or if the ingredients are not thoroughly chilled'
when used.
'

,

Chocolate Cream.
Take a pint ot milk, a gill of cream,
the yolks ot three eggs, five ounces
of powdered sugar and mix together.
Turn and place over the fire; cook
and stir constantly until it is reduced'
about a quarter, then add two ounces
ot grated chocolate, dissolved in a lit-- ;
tie milk. Cook until the chocolate is
cooked and then strain and pour into
molds and set away to cool. Serve
cold.

Slicing Tongue.
When the tongue Is tender remove
it from the liquor and let cold water
run over It tor a minute or two, and
the skin will come off easily. In slicing it, Instead of cutting it straight
across with the result that a part of
the meat is In tiny dry slices, cut it
with a slant, making each slice one
of good size and shape. Woman's
Home Companion.
Pressed Beef.
Boll a nice beef shank In plenty of

water until the meat will fall from
the bones and the water Is reduced to
one pint. Remove bones and gristle
and chop the meat very One. Salt and
pepper to taste, add the liquor, stir
thoroughly, put In a mold and set
auy to cool. Sews cut In slices.
Removing Rust
Rust can be removed from steel by
covering It with sweet oil for a day,
then rub it with a lump of fresh llmt
and polish to the ordinary way.
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IISASTROUS FLOODS
IN OHIO AND INDIANA

This is the open Reason for Turkish
rugs and hot tamales
What Is wanted Is a cold storage
egg that bears the date of Its sepulture.
Some of those new songs would
make a respectable family phonograph
blush.

Simple Methods That Will Keep Them
Alive, Fragrant, and a Pleasure
For Many Days.

BABY

NEW MEXICO

Many Lives Lost and Immense Damage to Property
Throughout Both States.

.

Pythons have gone up. They now DAYTON, OHIO, SUFFERED MOST
cost $5 a foot. Isn't that awful,
Mabel?
Receding Water Showed That First
Tarts may have seen the last of the Estimates of Loss of Life Were
hobble skirt, but they are still popular
Greatly Exaggerated Death List
lu America.
May Not Exceed 500
All Told.
281
The French aviator, who flew
miles In 185 minutes, had little time to
South Dayton, Ohio. Eight hunrlew the scenery,
dred dead ia the average estimate of
s
underof Dayton's
The San Francisco dog, with a gold takers, called together for a confer
hinge on his back leg, wouldn't be safe ence. They reported 82 bodies had
a minute In Chicago.,,- been recovered and now are at various places in the city. Individual esNoah was more fortunate
than timates of the undertakers were from
present day circus men. He had no 600 to 1,000, but the consensus of
press agents on his salary list
opinion was that 800 would he a conservative figure.
Boda
Is
traced
The
fountain industry
Exploration of several recesses of
as far back as 1552. Surely the soda
the city by newspaper men hardly
thirst has not existed that long.
would justify such ail estimate.
Orders had been issued for all bodies
Fashion may decree mannish skirts
for women, but why masculine when to be taken to a general morgue, established in a garage. This had not
they talk of embroidery effect?
been done, however, as less than half
Strange as It may seem, while beef the number of bodies found, accordhad been
and lamb and butter aviated, the price ing to the undertakers,
of chile con earns remained station- taken there.
There has been keen competition
ary.
between undertakers for possession
Five million muskrat skins are mar- of unidentified bodies, and many
keted each year, but when the con- bodies have been taken, to undertaksumers get them they are variously ing establishments not under water.
A general call for all undertakers
named.
to meet was sent out by John H. Pat?
It la fervently hoped that walking terson, in charge of relief work, in
does not become a fad. Cold suppers an effort to have the task of recoverare not the most enjoyable things In ing bodies organized. Thirty under
the world.
takers were present, and said they
based their estimates of the dead to
Sometimes we refer flippantly to a general survey of the situation.
the antiseptic life, but there Is no
Louisville life savers made a trip
doubt about it the free lunch fork Into Rlverdale and North Dayton sec
ought to go.
tions, where it was feared there had
been great loss of life. They did not
English aviator find a body, and said they believed
An experienced
game
a
thinks bomb dropping at best
few would be found. An expedition
of chance, but it will never be taken of Cleveland naval reserves brought
up like poker.
practically an Identical report
Estimate la Surprise.
In tracing the typewriter back to
1714, we fail to find any record showAs a large part of the city had been
ing when" the stenographer took hold explored and information obtained
of the situation.
failed to bear out earlier estimates of
great life loss the announcement of
Aerial deadlines are to be establishthe undertakers came as a surprise
ed. That leaves the cyclone cellar as to those most familiar with the situthe only place left for the poor In- ation.
'
habitants of earth.
The property loss probably will exceed $50,000,000. This includes damChicago, according to the latest esti- age to real estate, public works, aumate, has a population of 2,307,628, tomobile stores and personal property,
but the next wave of crime may re- much of which was owned by the
duce that considerably."
more prosperous residents; to manufacturing, mercantile and- Jewelers'
Taking into consideration the ad- stocks which vrere swept away; pubverse talk against the tipping habit, lic utility plants and equipment; and
we are forced to concede that after all
it Includes also the cost of rebuildtips are grudgingly given.
ing miles of asphalt streets and walks
which were ripped from their beds.
It la a mistake to assume that courThe loss of life is confined almost
tesy coBts nothing. A St. Louis man,
entirely
to North Dayton, inhabited
lady
act
to
bowing
In
a
the
of
while
In West
on the street, was struck by an auto- by foreigners and laborers.
Dayton, which comprises districts of
mobile.
a more substantial character, and in
Now la the time for energetic in- Rlverdale, Dayton View and other res
ventors and vendors of bulletproof idence districts, there was almost no
cloth to be interesting high Mexican loss of life. Several lives are known
officials In their material for new to have been lost in the business dis
trict, but none of the rumors that
spring styles.
human beings had perished in the fire
The New York baseball club has In- which swept two city blocks would
sured Manager McGraw's life for stand the test of searching lnvestiga
tion.
pre$100,000. Might not humanity
Say None Burned to Death.
scribe a similar provision for the
league umplresT
men
In fact, a score of
who were In one of the buildings and
Stockings are not to be worn on the others who watched the fire from
Cleveland bathing beaches next sum- across the street assert that every
mer, says the Cleveland Plain Dealer. occupant of the burned buildings e&'
A barefooted bathing beach ought to caped.
be worth seeing.
The flood assumed dangerous as
pects early Tuesday morning before
Selling old letters for $2,000 and most people had started to work,
$2,500 convlncea us that the goose Consequently the loss of life In Rlver
quill and the sand, used by our fore- dale, North Dayton and West Day
fathers, beats up to date writing meth ton was occasioned when dwellings,
ods, financially speaking.
mostly of light construction, were
swept away and shattered by the
A little piece of twine, which
moving current, leaving the
dropped into the steering gear of the swiftly
occupants who had fled to safety- - In
$1,000,000
Lusltania,
caused
liner
dam
fight for their
age. It sounds "fishy," but the Cunard the second stories to
water.
In
lives
the
company says It Is a fact
There are not more than 30 such
One concern In Atlanta burned $30,- - houses In Rlverdale, and possibly 75
Many
000 worth of one time fashionable car- In North and West Dayton.
riages to make room for the modern houses were moved from their foun
auto. And yet the horse Is holding dations, but remained upright and
his own In price and style excellently kept their occupants safely untlLthey
well.
were rescued.
In a telegram to Secretary Barba,
man In Pennsylvania who volun- Governor Cox said this about the
teered for service In the Civil war and president of the National Cash Reg
was rejected because he was too old ister Company:
has just died. But he established his
"Mr. Patterson is entitled to every
point, though It took him a long time consideration.
The whole state Is
to do It
speaking In praise of his work. Please
tell Mr, Patterson that the tel
seven-eighth-

-

cool-heade- d

.

,

egraphic orders sent to me for fund
aggregate $250,000. Contributions are
coming from Canada. Rations sufficient to feed 100,000 for one day will
arrive from Columbus soon.' We will
have them In Dayton by the following
day. Advise Mr. Patterson that the
state will take charge of the railroads If necessary in order to prevent
sightseers and robbers going to Dayton."
Flood waters receded sufficiently to
show that the number of persons,
drowned in all the affected cities in
Ohio and Indiana may not exceed 500.
While many persons are still missing
to friends and relatives, Investigations made to date indicate that many
were safe who had been thought lost.
In Dayton careful estimates placed
the number of deaths at 200 or fewer,
although a meeting of undertakers asserted that the total might be 800.
The relief work went on rapidly In
Dayton, and all parts of the city were
Columbus --will have the
reached.
next to the largest loss of life, 60
bodies already having been found In
the inundated portion of West Co
lumbus.
Unverified, figures for Mlamlsburg,
O., gave 60 dead, but in all other
flooded cities the figures fell oft rap-Idl- y
as relief expeditions covered the
ground.
Hamilton, O., which had reported as
many as 250 dead, did not put forth
any figures.
Mount Vernon did not confirm its
previous report of 50 dead, and no
confirmation was had of 32 reported
drowned at Venice, O.
Chllllcothe and Tiffin, O., where
there had been reports of 50 or more
dead, each found 18 bodies up to mid-

There was a dramatic silence.
"We need butter for supper," said
the wife and mother firmly. "I don't
see how we can get along without It.
I'll send Johnnie to the grocer's. It's
Just across the street, you know. He's
little and can run fast."
"No," said the husband and father
firmly, "I will go."
But the wife flung herself on his
breast as he took down his hat.
"No, no, John," she cried; "you
can't be spared. I will go."
arms.
He caught her e
"No," he quickly said. "What would
I do without you? Hark!"
They all listened.
"I can open a tumbler of jelly," said
the wife andnother.
"Gimme Jelly, cried the child.
So they sat down and ate their but- terless supper.
And all this happened because they
lived in the City of Mexico, and the
f'val factions were Using the streets
for gun practice.

Mrs. Wilkes' Fondest Hopes
Realized Health, Happiness and Baby.
Plattsburg, Miss. "Lydla E. rink- ham's Vegetable Compound has proved
very beneficial to me, for now I am well
and have a sweet, healthy baby, and
our home is happy.
"I was an invalid from nervous prostration, Indigestion and female troubles.
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"I think I suffered every pain a wo
man could before I began taking Lydia
E. Pinkham a Vegetable Compound, and
I think it saved this baby's life, as I
lost my first one.
"My health has been very good ever
since, and I praise your medicine to all
my friends.''
Mrs. Verna Wilkes,
R. F. D. No. 1, Plattsburg, Miss.
The darkest days of husband and wife
are when they come to look forward to
a childless and lonely old age.
Many a wife has found herself inca
pable of motherhood owing to some
derangement of the feminine system,
often curable by the proper remedies.
In many homes once childless there
are now children because of the fact
that Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound makes women normal.
'
If yon want special advice write to
Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co. (confidential) Lynn, Mass. Yonr letter will
be opened, read and answered by a
woman and held in strict confidence.

Gone to the Wild Waves.
Simon Easy; after living sixty years
on a farm, finds his quarters on ship
He obviboard somewhat cramped.
ates the lack of space, however, by
stowing his trousers and shoes Into a
round cupboard in the side of the
vessel on going to bed. Seven a. m.
Startling disclosures!
"Steward, last night I put my
an' they
clothes In that cubby-holain't there now."
"That ain't a clothes press; that's a
porthole, sir."

His Reason.
"Why does the museum freak complain that he Is a dead one?"
"Because he Is a living skeleton.'.'
A boiler shop by any other
would be just as noisy.

sa.

firing line

Stomach Bitters
when the appetite lags
when the
digestion is bad when the liver and
bowels are inactive. It will surely
help you.

"Everybody Is telling exactly what
you will do if you are elected to office."

-

"Yes."
"Well, what will you do?"
"I don't know yet."

Stringent Austrian Building Laws
Austrian laws require that dwellings

E

and business houses be built of solid
material from interior to exterior.
Building regulations in Austria are
very strict and are rigidly enforced,
Interior walls there are chiefly of plas
ter and concrete, but bricks and laths
are much used.

1

FREE TO ALL SUFFERERS.
'out

If you feel
kun uowN'or'oot me.
of
tUPFUK from KIDNEY, BLADDER, NERVOUS DISEASES,
CHRONIC WEAKNKSSEB.ULCERS.SKIH BKUKriONS.PILES.
write for my FREE book,
most INSTRUCTIVE
MEDICAL BOOK EVER WRITTEN, IT TELLS ALL about thesa
tjiskasks and the REMARKABLE
by

Early

estimates

cures effected

THK NEW FRENCH REMEDY. Nel. No2.

N3,

UrvxXSi;
TH ERAPION
vour

OWN ailment. Don't send a cent
it's the remedy fur
No'foHowup'clrculare. Dr LeCLERO
AbsolutelyFRCE.
MD, Co, UAVfcttSTOCK. Kl, HAMfSISAU, LrUNDOM.KMO.

"Does that stenographer want to
marry you?"
"No; only wants to be a sister to
me."

Wichita Directory

Natural Supply.

"What's the use of all the sand

on

the seashore?"

904 E. Douglas Ave., Wichita, Kan.

ra ELEVATORS

pnmiiiuiuiTO women iiiiiiminnu

Now s
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tnoa. pains ana acnes resulting
from weakness or derangement
of the organs distinctly feminine
sooner or later leave their mark.
Beauty soon fades sway. Mow
ia the time to restore health
ana retain oeauty.
DR. PIERCE'S
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Belting,

Hangers.

Write us

IllJ.

H. PELKET

CONSTRUCTION
CO..
EMPORIA AVE.. WICHITA. IAN

OTTO WEISS
CHICK FEED
"Saves all the little ones."

Mfgd. In Wichita.

FOR SALE BY ALL CON-

SCIENTIOUS

The Man Who Put the

D

EALER 3.

Send Direct to Wichita for Your

Bin FEE T

Plo-tur- e
Look for This Trade-Mar-k
on the Label when buying

Edison Blue

F00TEASE

Ante. Records

Edison's New Blue Amberol Records
run over four minutes, are the best
and clearest records made, cost only
50 cents, are practically indestructible, and can safely be sent by
PARCEL POST 3 for 6c; 6 for ioc.

The Antiseptic Powder for Ten.
der. Aching Feet. Sold every
where, 25c. Sample FKRft. Address,

IruHftrk,
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restorative will help you. Mart tsasr.
DraggUt Will Sepply ToiIIIlIU

ALLEN'S
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Built for Everyone.
Pulleys, Shafting.
Scales, and Engines.
I if interested.

J
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Favorite Prescription
E2
E2
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WE SOLICIT YOUR SHIPMENTS

No, Cordelia, it Isn't necessary to
ubb egg coal in making an omelet.
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HIDES
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"That's what they scour the seas

with."

after
scores of missing ones believed to
have been drowned reported eo the

Judge Down Shaft to Death.
New York. Justice Henry Blschoff
of the New York state supreme court,
plunged eleven stories down an eleva
tor shaft to bis death 1n the Immigrant
Savings Bank building, where Us bad
office

uluks

If

50,

relief committee, headed by Mayor
Charles W. Klser. Two hundred and
fifty houses are In ruins and at least
The residence
2.500 are homeless.
district known as East Plqua was de
vastated, and many persons there,
trusting to the high levee, which was
thought unbreakable, stayed in their
homes until too late to escape.

sorts"

thk

Her Ambition.

I

Ohio.

aaa

HOSTETTER'S

The Early Eft mates of Heavier Loss
or Life Were Not confirmed
There.
Plaua.

saa

If you would maintain your place in
the "front rank" you mirst keep strong
and robust. Sickness soon relegates
you to the rear. Try

LIST IS LOWER

deaths in Plqua dwindled to

the

n

r

Y- -

PIQUA'S DEATH

name,

ONLY DOUBTFUL CITIZEN.

night

The latest figures from Plqua give
a death toll of 50 persons. Fremont
and Mlddletown, O., each has 14 dead;
Massllon 6 and Zanesville 4.
The Indiana total drowned receded
to fewer than 60, distributed as fol
lows:
Peru, 20; Brookvllle, U; Fort
Wayne, 6; Terre Haute, 4.
No bodies have been found In West
Indianapolis, where as many as 200
deaths were at one time reported.
With the situation alleviated In the
flood-swedistrict of Ohio and Indiana, a new menace threatened In
the rise of rivers in the southern valleys of both states. At Cincinnati
the Ohio, swollen by Its tributaries
north and south, caused alarm and although the situation had not reached
an acute stage, reports from neighboring Kentucky towns Indicated that
warning had been issued to the inhabitants to seek points of safety
from the rising water.
Alarm was felt in the valleys of the
Ohio, Wabash and White rivers, but
ample warning served in a measure
to reduce the panic.
While no loss of life has occurred
In the newly threatened districts. In
dications from Cincinnati are that
conditions are becoming worse. At
Covington, Ky., more than 500 houses
are under water.
In southern Indiana fear of a new
flood was felt especially at New Albany, Evansvllle, Terre Haute and
Vlncennes. Ample warning, however,
has been issued to those living in
the threatened sections.
In Illinois, Governor Dunne has been
asked for troops to protect the levee
The levee has
at Shawneetown.
broken near Petersburg, but there has
'
been no loss of life.
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of a day meant the possible missing
"Never mind, old chap," was Mi
not only of connections, but of the
"There's a good time commajn object of my Journey; and so, ing. We'll have hkn out and washed
armed with nothing more potent than aftd dressed and sitting at table with
good health, strong determination, and us an hour after the old tub lets her
a
purse I boarded the Kron-prln- z anchor drop. And I'll wager you a
Wilhelm and started on my diag- tenner that there won't be a miss In
onal raoe to bead off a quarry which any part of the programme."
When, at breakfast, I told livelyn
already had twenty Jive days' start of
tire good news omitting, of course,
Ha

j

well-fille-

d

j
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Horace Hazeltine

SYNOPSIS.
Robert Cameron, capitalist,
consults
Philip Clyde, newspaper publisher, regarding anonymous threatening letters he
has received. The first promises a sample
of the writer's power on a certain day.
On that day the head Is mysteriously cut
from a portrait of Cameron while the latter la In the room. While visiting Cameron In his dressing room a Nell Gwynne
mirror Is mysteriously shattered. Cameron
becomes seriously ill as a result of the
shock. The third letter appears mysteriously on Cameron's sick bed. It makes
direct threats against the life of Cameron.
Clyde tells Cameron the envelopo was
mpty. He tells Evelyn everything and
plans to take Cameron on a yacht trip.
The yacht picks up a fisherman found
drifting helplessly In a boat. He gives
the name of Johnson. Cameron dlsap- yacht while Clyde's back Is
rears from
A fruitless search Is made for
motor boat seen by the captain Just before Cameron disappeared. Johnson Is allowed to go after being closely questioned.
Evelyn takes the letters to an expert In
Chinese literature, who pronounces them
of Chinese origin. Clyde seeks assistance
from a Chinese fellow' college student,
who recommends him to Yup Sing, most
prominent Chinaman In New York. Clyde
roes, to met Yup Sing, sees Johnson,
?
to follow him, falls Into a basement, sprains his ankle and becomes unconscious. Clyde Is found by Miss Clement, a missionary among the Chinese. He
la sick several days as a result of Inhaling charcoal fumes. Evelyn tells Clyde
of a peculiarly acting anesthetic which
renders a person temporarily unconscious.
Murphy Is discovered to have mysterious
relations with the Chinese. Miss Clement
promises to get Information about Cameron. Slump In Crystal Consolidated! of
which Cameron la the head. Is caused by
a rumor of Cameron's Illness. Clyde finds
Cameron on Fifth avenue In a dazed and
emaciated condition and takes him home.
Cameron awakes from a long sleep and
peaks In a strange tongue. Evelyn declares the man Is not her uncle. Evelyn
and Clyde call on Miss Clement for promised Information and find that the Chinaman who was to give It has just been
murdered.
Miss Clement gives Clyde a
note, asking him to read It after he
leaves the mission and then destroy It.
tells of the abduction of a white man
It
by Chinese who shipped him back to
China. The man Is accused of the crime
of "Sable lxrcha" In which 100 Chinamen
were killed. The appearance In New York
of the man they supposed they had shipped to China throws consternation Into
the Chinese. The brougham In which
Clyde and Evelyn are tiding in held up
by an armed man. Clyde is seized by
Murphy and a fight ensues. Evelyn and
Clyde are rescued by the police and return home. They find Yup Sing and the
Chinese consul awaiting them. Yup tells
Clyde the story of the crime of the "Sable Lorcha," In which 97 Chinamen were
deliberately sent to their death by one
Donald M'NIsh, whom they declare Is
Cameron. They declare that M'NIsh can
be Identified by a tattoo mark on hlB arm.
Clyde declares that Cameron has no such
mark. The nurse Is called In and describes a tattoo mark on his patient's
arm. Clyde goes to Investigate
and
finds the patient attempting to hide a letter. It Is addressed to Donald M'NIsh.'
The letter is from the man's mother In
Scotland and Identifies the patient as
M'NIsh. Confronted by the sole survivor
of the 'Sahle Iorcha" who. It develops,
d
Chinaman, recognizis Hoy, a
ed by Clyde as Johnson, the fisherman
M'NIsh shoots him and kills himself. Miss
Clement gets the whole story from Soy
before he dies. Murphy, whose right
name Is Moran. had been a partner of
M'NIsh In the nefarious Chinese trade and
later became his most relentless pursuer.
He was the author of the threatening letters. Soy was responsible for the mysterious happenings at Cameron's home by
the aid. of the ether of Invisibility. Cameron was drugged and shipped as a mtun-bof the crew of a tramp steamer bound
for Hongkong.
half-bree-

er

CHAPTER XXVII. Continued.
far as I could udge, the Glamorganshire would callat Algiers in a
few days; and for a while I considered
the advisability of communicating
with the United States Consul at that
port, through the State Department at
Washington. But a knowledge of the
tortuous Involutions of official red tape
deterred mo. After all, I believed
that It Cameron was to be rescued
from the gruelling slavery of servitude
on this British freighter, the work
must not be intrusted to the personally disinterested.
Thereupon I consulted calendars,
steamer schedules, and Continental
time-tablBy the fast transatlantic
liner sailing on the morrow, I could
make Parls4n six days. Forty-eigh- t
hours later I could be in Brindlsl. If
good fortune followed, less than four
days more would land me at Tort Said.
It wag now Monday, November 23.
Twelve days hence would be December 6th, and the Glamorganshire, her
agents had told me, could not possibly
reach there before December 6th. The
margin was not wide, but it seemed to
me sufficient, and the thought of further Inaction, now that the trail lay
bar,e, was nothing less than unendurable torment.
Wisdom, I suppose, would have
tated the advisability of securing some
badge of authority f rom-m- x
jwn government before setting forth on a mission Involving so delicate a point-oInternational maritime law as that
which was here embraced; but the
saving of time was with me, Just then,
the paramount consideration. Tha lost
So

Speed being
my wish
was to travel alone and unencumbered, but at the last moment I was
persuaded to consent to the company
of both Evelyn Grayson and Dr. Addison. Realizing the brave, unfaltering
assistance which the young woman
had afforded me from the first, I could
hardly refuse to gratify her wish to be
present at what we both hoped would
be the victorious end. Moreover, the
thought of absence from her-fo- r
a
month at least, and probably, much
longer, was far from the most pleasant contemplation; my yielding, therefore, was not altogether unselfish.
Dr. Addison's csbo was different. At
the last moment he decided to ge
abroad by the same ship; and, on the
way over, touched by his contrition
and his almost pathetic desire to
make amends to his quondam friend
at the earliest possible minute, I myself Invited hlra to go with us the rest
of the way.
Evelyn had proposed that Mrs. Lancaster should also be Included in the
party, but this I would not hear of.. If,
for propriety's sake, another presence
was necessary, her maid, and, ultimately, Dr. Addison, afforded all the
security the conventions could demand.
The fever of haste was upon all of
us from the start. The time on shipboard, In spite of our common inbject
of converse dragged eternally.
Should we readn Cherbourg In time
to connect with the P. &. O. Express
at Paris? That was the one constantly recurring question, to be specultted
upon with varying degrees of hope and
despair.
As good fortune would have It, we
made the train with fifteen minutes to
spare, and the run to Brindlsl was accomplished without accident or unseemly delay.
Here, however, we were compelled
to wait six hours. The steamer was
late, owing to some seismic disturbance off the coast of Malta, and fear
of encountering T1AW an I DAAAiaa rlv
uncharted volcanio Islands, had demanded slow and cautious sailing.
However sinister had been the game
Fate played with us In the earlier
stages of our quest, the favor of its
present mood could not be gainsaid.
That we were now reasonably sure of
reaching Port Said In advance of the
Glamorganshire was In Itself a welcome relief from trying anxiety; but
that was only a small part of the
banquet of good things provided for
us.

I was still exercised In a measure
over the steps which must be taken to
secure Cameron's release. Without
proper introduction to the authorities,
it was becoming more and more a
question in my mind whether, after
all, I should be able to accomplish my
end in the brief time to which. I was
restricted.
With this fell possibility of failure
dinging In my reflections, I was striding the white deck of the P. and O.
steamer, in the early morning following the night of our departure from
Brindlsl, when a hand, dropped heavily on my shoulder, spun me round to
face a laughing,
young
Englishman in white flannels.
For Just a moment I was literally,
as well as figuratively, taken aback,
for the tone of the ringing voice which
greeted me carried me five years at
least Into the past, when Lionel Hartley and I had ridden to hounds together at Melton Mowbray, while fellow guests at a house-partin the
neighborhood.
"You bally Yankee!" he was shouting. "Fancy running into you In this
fashion! I'm Jolly glad to see yon,
old chap!"
Though my delight at seeing him
was at that moment tempered by absorbing interest In my mission, It rose
a few minutes later to unadulterated
ecstasy, when I discovered that he was
stationed at Port Said, and occupied
what seemed to me Just then one of
the most important posts in the British Foreign Service secretary to the
Governor General for the Buei Canal.
"You're going to Cairo, I suppose T"
he hazarded.
"No," I replied. "I'm going with
you, and I shall not let you out of my
Bight, my friend, until you have proved
you're something more than a figure-bea- d
stuck up In the Egyptian sand "
"If there's any little thing I can do
" he began; but I Interrupted him.
"There's a very big thing you can
do," I corrected. And then I told him.
"What a lark!" he cried, refusing
to recognize the serious side of it.
"Fancy one of your American multimillionaires passing coal on a British
freighter."
"Passing coal!" I exclaimed. "What
rot! Surely they wouldn't "
"Oh, wouldn't theyT" he broke In.
"That's Just what they would do. Ho
seaman, Is he?
Isn't an
You can safely wager he's an experienced stoker, or at least a trimmjr by
this time.''
"Don't, Hartley, don't," I protested.
"It's too cruel to think of."
y

able-bodie- d

sugall reference to the
gestion she demanded that I hunt up
Hartley, at once, and present him.
Discretion, however, seemed, to me in
this Instance, the better part of obedience. I did hunt Hartley up and I
did present him, but not until I had allowed time for the first flush of Evelyn's fervor to cool.
He was a very
young
chap; Evelyn was both grateful and
Impulsive, and I was In love.
Our landing at Port Said was made
on the morning of Saturday, the fifth
of December and all that day and the
next, we watted In more or less constant expectancy and a boiling temperature for tidings of the tardy Glamorganshire.
Hartley, meanwhile, was a model of
hospitality, but Port Said is primarily
e
a coaling station on the
of
the desert, and aside from the concrete docks, the ships, the light house,
and the nearly naked Nubians that
swarmed everywhere, It proved utterly lacking In objects of Interest.
Sunday night brought some small
relief from the Intolerable heat, and
grateful for the respite, all four of 'our
little party were early to bed. Gradually we had come to believe that our
waiting was likely to be prolonged.
The earthquake at Malta having delayed one vessel would In all probability delay others as well. Including that
which we had come so far to Intercept.
So, utterly worn out by nervous tension and tbe fatigue of the tropical climate, we found rest grateful, and slept
soundly. Just how soundly was demonstrated when, at an hour after midnight, three resounding knocks on my
hotel chamber door only roused me,
dully, and left Evelyn and her maid
and Dr. Addison, who occupied adjacent rooms, In deep slumber, totally
,.
undisturbed.
With what seemed almost superhuman effort, I spurred myself to consciousness and struggled up on elbow.
"Who's there?" I called.
"Hartley," came the answer. "Open
the door. I thought you'd died of Port
Said ennui." And when I bed sleepily
risen and admitted him he went on
hurriedly. "Make haste, now, old
chap! The bally freighter has Just
come In, and, I don't propose to lose
that tenner through dilatory methods
, on your part."
But I needed no urging. Wide awake
at his first sentence, I was already
flinging on my clothes. He still chattered on In his chaffing way, but I
scarcely beard blm. Conscious only
of the murmur of his pleasant, cheery
English voice, my thoughts were out
In the night, across the waters of the
harbor, down In the Inferno of a rusty
ocean tramp, where a sweating stoker
was giving battle to despair a sweaty
America,
ing stoker who, In
owned a pleasure craft almost as big
as the ship whose fires he had been
feeding for forty dayr across two seas.
"How about the doctor?" Hartley
asked, as I slipped my arms Into my
coat sleeves and snatched a cap from
a closet peg.
"It's too late now." was my answer. "You should have reminded me.
I forgot all about him." And It was
true. I had forgotten everything, except the Imminence of the rescue and
tbe urgency of haste. To one In Cameron's plight every fretting minute
must count a drop of torture.
The heavens were splendid with
tropto stars, and a faint breeze from
the sea gently "ruffled the spangled
black harbor waters, as Hartley's
launch, guided by a pilot of experience, headed for the twinkling lights
of the recently anchored freighter.
Silently I sat, with gaze straining,
watching the Indicated sparks grow
larger and brighter, moment by moment, until at length their gleams reflected In tbe waves, and their background emerged in a great dark
which silhouetted
Itself
shadow,
against the less opaque sky.
"There she Is!" Hartley cried In enthusiasm, as her funnel and masts
somberly defined themselves
above
the black of her hull. "Well be able
to hall her In another minute."
Then I beard the voice of our
helmsman ring out, and presently
there was an answering shout from
above, and an exchange of greetings,
succeeded by directions; and the next
moment, I was following Hartley up
r
to where an
a swaying
outheld lantern glowed overhead.
"Yes, Secretary to the Governor
General," I beard my friend saying, as
I put foot on the Iron deck. "You're
Captain Murchlson, I suppose."
Tbe captain's affirmative was more
than deferential; It was obsequious.
He was not a tall man, but broad, rugged and bearded, with long, powerful,
gorilla-lik- e
arms out of all proportion
to bis stature. I could readily fancy
him an ugly antagonist. Unaided by
Hartley, I concluded, I should have
bad small chance Indeed of success.
Briton's respect for
But the
official authority was evidently strong
in blm, and I felt that If Cameron was
aboard we should be able Ho effect hit
rescue with a minimum of effort.
g
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"I should like to see you In your
cabin, Captain," Hartley proposed, and
when we were closeted there, he continued: "There is a report that you
have among your crew a United States
subject who was brought aboard,
drugged, and forced to remain aboard
against bis will. His government has
Interested Itself In his behalf, and unless be is restored at once to his
friends serious complications will undoubtedly ensue."
The captain, despite bis respect for
authority, frowned.
"There's nothing to that report, sir,"
he said, boldly. "I'm not shanghaiing
men In these days, sir. Every mother's son I've got on this boat shipped
for Hong Kong, sir, of bis own free
will, and accord."
"I dare say you fully believe that.
Captain Murchlson," was Hartley's
diplomatic rejoinder, "but this time
yem happen to be mistaken.
I don't
suppose you have any objection to our
Inspecting your crew, have you? Suppose you have both the watches piped
forward, and we'll settle this little
business for ourselves. Mr. Clyde, here,
knows the man."
Captain Murchison's glance at me
was undlsgulsedly venomous. Reluctantly he rang for his steward.
"Send the bo'sun here," he directed,
doggedly.
"We'll begin at the bottom, Captain," Hartley suggested, when the
boatswain, cap in hand, stood in the
doorway. "First, I want tosee every
man Jack you have working in the
stoke hold."
Although the master gave the necessary directions I mistrusted him. Between the boatswain and himself I felt
that there was an understanding
which required neither voicing nor
signal. And as, a little later, we stood
on the forward deck, under the bridge,
and by the light of a lantern viewed
one after another of those swarthy,
grimy laborers who had crowded up
from below, I was convinced of the
correctness of my intuition. For Cameron was not among them.
And then a chill fear gripped me.
Could a man of his bablts and training, suddenly called upon to assume
such labor, survive Its rigors? He was
naturally robust, but be had been
weakened by an Illness. Might he not
therefore have succumbed to the
strain, died, and been burled at sea?
But one consideration sustained me.
In their cunning cruelty, the Chinese
who had arranged for his transportation must have stipulated that he be
delivered In China alive. Otherwise
their vengeance would not be complete. It was not likely that anything
had been left to mere chance. Tbe
probabilities were that Murchlson
knew definitely what was required of
hlra and was to be well paid for bis
services.
Upon his seamed face, now, there
was something of a sneer as, our examination concluded, he said:
"What next, Mr. Hartley?"
But for a moment Hartley, who
was standing thoughtfully with brow
contracted, his lower lip gripped between finger and thumb, made no response. Before he spoke his attitude
changed. Quickly be had assumed a
pose of listening Intentness. Behind
us, somewhere, a clamor had arisen.
Voices,
excited, hoarse, fremescent,
yet muffled by distance, echoed dully.
"That man, next. Captain." he said,
coolly.
"The man they're trylsg to
keep below."
. It may have been that his hearing
was more acute than mine, or It may
only have been a guess. I don't know.
But, whichever It was, It hit the mark.
It scored a bull's eye at long range.
Captain Murchison's
Indifference
gave way Instantly to palpable uneasiness. His hands, which bad. been
deep In bis coat pockets, came out as
though Jerked by springs. One of
them canted his cap from his brow to
bis crown and the other clutched agitatedly at his beard. And in that moment the riot advanced, the voices
waxed louder and more distinct; scur
rying feet resounded on the metal deck.
I saw the captain start
hurriedly
toward the starboard rail, intent evidently on meeting tbe rabble which
was approaching on that side, and I
saw Hartley boldly block his way.
And then, almost at the same Instant.
I saw a tall figure with naked torso
as black and shining as polished ebony
black with grime and shining with
running
sweat come
backward
around the corner of the deck house.
Saw It with an Iron bar held menacingly aloft against Its pressing pursuers; and even in the uncertain light
of the deck lanterns, recognized It at
once, by Its outline and the characteristic set of Its bead upon its shoulders, nude to the waist and collled as
It was, as tbe figure of the man I

for against the sudden stillness there)
now rang out a weird, palpitant cry,
born of surcharged emotion, as Cameron, casting himself forward Into my
arms, burled his face in the angle of
my neck and shoulder.
CHAPTER XXVIII.
A Final Problem.
It Is doubtful whether In all Egypt
there was ever such another period of
Joyous thanksgiving as that which followed the bringing of Cameron to tbe
little hotel In Port Said. I am Inclined to question, too, whether In the
space of a single waking day four persons ever talked more, or with more
mutual Interest, than did the four of
us there gathered. The heat, the flies,
the poor food, and the miserable acgenerally, were not
comodations,
merely gladly tolerated, but absolutely
disregarded. In the exuberance of our
had
rejoicing, annoyances which
loomed large on the preceding day
dwindled to the lmperoeivable; apd
from early morning until late night' experiences were exchanged, adventures
told and speculations indulged in.
Washed, scrubbed, shaved, shorn
and clad in raiment put at his disposal
by tbe indefatigable Hartley, Cameron
Inappeared wonderfully
deed I was amazed by his srppearance
and by his condition. I bad feared t
And him a mental and physical ruin.
And
I had feared even for his life.
he had come to us, if we might Judge
by outward seeming, stronger, more
relaxed than
robust, less nervous
when he disappeared.
"At first," he told us, as we sat at
breakfast In a little upper rcom of the
hotel, Evelyn close on his right. Dr.
Addison at his left, and I opposite
him, "I suppose I did suffer, whenever
I was conscious, which, fortunately, I
seldom.
think, was comparatively
They dosed me almost continuously
with what I believe to have' been somo
attribute of opium, so that even In my
waking moments I was not wholly normal. In this way, of course, I lost all
count of time. And so, too, I am unable to give events In sequence. My
first conscious moment after being on
the deck of the Sibylla found me
strapped In a narrow berth on a rapid,
craft of apparbut rather ryugh-rldinently much smaller dimension than
the yacht, and with a Chinese boy sitting beside me. You can fancy my
startled amazement at the sudden
transition. In vain I asked questions.
In vain I struggled to rise. Then I
shouted, and tbe Chinese boy lighted
what appeared to be an ordinary Joss-stlc- k
on a stand at tbe head of my
berth, and withdrew from the tiny
cabin. Insensibility followed quickly.
After that I have a vague, dreamy
recollection of eating something with
a strange, spicy flavor, which Beemed
only to add to my stupor. Once I
dreamed at least I think it must have
been a dream that I was in a dark
box, so cramped that my bones ached,
and that far away above me were little holes through which the light
rays that
came in luminous fan-likglowed against the black."
"I'm inclined to think It was no(
dream," I put In, recalling the newspaper story I bad read In my broker's
office. In Wall street "The probabilities are that you were shipped la
that box from Fall River to New York.
and a certain Influential Chinaman,
called Yup Sing, knew all about It."
"It's quite possible." Cameron went
on. "I know that It was very difficult
to distinguish, in those days, between
dreams and realities. Eventually, however, I awoke to find myself on the
Glamorganshire, quartered with the
men In the forecastle, a beard wetl
grown and my clothes the coarsest
sort of mariner's outfit. For a while
I was far too 111 for labor. Tbe reaction from the drugs which bad been
administered caused me the keenest
suffering. But, gradually, I came
about, and was set to work with paint
pot and brush. The humanity shown
I
me at this time was surprising.
couldn't comprehend It. But I realized
eventually that" my strength was being
fostered for future torment."
,

well-lookin-

g

e

(TO BE CONTINUED.)

Great Painter's Studio.
Cecilia Beaux, whom most people
credit with being the best known
woman portrait painter In the world,
has built herself a remarkable house
at Gloucester, Mass. It's such a wonderful house that people write It up
and print pictures of It and of tbe
equally Interesting garden which runs
down to the sea. And yet no one ever
seems to think of writing up an
equally Important place, Mlas Beaux's
city studio. She paints all winter
y
long In a high place overlooking
park. Having the top apartment, her view Is unobstructed. There
sought
Is no ocean to be sure, but It Is a
"Cameron!" I cried, chokingly, my splendid
studio. New York Press.
heart crowding my utterAnd
all
unmindful
of the dirt
ance.
The Lost Is Found.
which covered blm I flung my arms
Is
When you lose a thing
about bis waist from behind. "Cam- gone for good especially Ifit It isusually
worth
eron! Cameron! Thank God! Thank
much. A man who lives In a town
God!"
in Pennsylvania lost a plain gold ring
I heard tbe Iron bar drop resoundago. His name was engraved
ingly to the deck; I beard Hartley's 15 yearsIt,- but no one ever brought It
inside
anger,
In
strident, stacvoice raised
gave It up and
cato; and I beard the receding shuffle back to him. So be
But last month It was reof feet as those who bad pursued now forgot It
to him. A neighbor found it
backed away. There followed then a turned pigeon
loft It is supposed that
moment of silence, while the body I In his
bad held twisted out of my arms, and a pigeon found the shining bit and carhaving released Itself, turned
and ried It to the loft, where it lay unnomoment of silence, only. ticed until a moutl. ago.
faced me---a
fast-beatin- g

Gra-merc-
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F. L. Smith left last Saturday morning for Goldona, La.
to be gone probably several
months visiting her mother.
- Mrs. W.
P. Littlefield left for
Roswell Monday after a two
months stay on the ranch north
of town..'
Mrs. William Campbell of
Inez, N. M. visited with Mrs. I.
L; Fuller several days this week,
returning to her homo Tuesday
th 1st
f The cattle market of Kansas
City is reported steady this week
and unchanged from last week
Hogs and sheep are oc to 10c
liighor.
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On Monday March 31st there
was received and put on sale a
nice line of men's and ladies
spring fhoes at P. T. Bell's store
you should call and look at them
whether you buy or not.
P. S. The new line of dress
calicoes have arrived also.
County
Superintendent of
Public schools, C. C. Ilill-speSunday night here and preached
an excellent sermon for us while
He was returning
in town.
home after an extended trip over
the Richland, New Hope and

n

GROCERIES
that
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Our Prices Are Right.
country produce bought at the

est market prices.
Livery and feed business In connection
see us, ' -

adjusting

some difficulties in the Publi
schools' in that part of th

l

KENNA,

CATTLE SHIPPING.

J, E. Carey of Hereford, Tex
as loaded out and shipped t
Hereford Thursday, two ful
cars of one year old steals. Mr.
Carey contracted for the most
of these in March at which time
he shipped one car load to the
He is paying a
same point.
for
fancy stuff, but
fancy price
want
not
eloes
the knots and
price.
ny
at
culls
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NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC.

I have opened up the black
,
smith and general repair shop
at the old ttand of OeorgoNorth-cutt- ,
and may always be found
at my pest, and ready to do all
kinds of Smithing and repair
work,-anwill make a specialty
shoeing.
Come aixl see
horso
of
The cattlemen in the vicinity
J;
A.
Northcutt.
mo.
of Kenna have thrown together
to build a dipping vat. And it
A person with sunshine in his
is now under construction at the
never has a sour disposition.
face
L. F. D. well just at the udge of
will
be
town on the west. This
West, assisted by
Rev. W.
a great convenience to the cat- Bro.
Bell, will begin a protracttle men near town, as heretofore ed meeting Saturday evening
when cattle were adjudged to the 5lli.need dipping, it was necessary
to drive them about 23 miles SE The lest kind of whiskey is
of town to tho McCombs and that which is so rotten no one
Hears vat.
will drink it.
Tlie mean things you say are
gradually forgotten,' but tha The worst part of this muckmean things you write may raking is that it just btirs things
spring un to taunt you at any up without clearing away tho
rubbagd and refuse.
time.

r.

J

NOTICE F0K

D.

C.

rilBtlCATlON.

021243
Department of the Interior,
Land office at Roswell, N. M., Mch. 28,
'

U. S.
1BI3,

Notice Is hereby
that Lon Grores,
of Kenna. N. M. who, on Jan. 19, igioTmnde- H.
Ser. No. 021213, for NR!. Seo. SO, Twp. ft
Kaniie 33 K.t N. M. P. Meridian, has tiled
notice of intention to make three-yeaProof,
to establish claim to the land above described, before Don C. Savaire, U. 8. Commissioner, in his oRlce, at Kenna. N. M. on
r

names

Claimant

'

;

as witnesses:

Jason H. Hendrix. John A. Luster, these of
Judson N. M. Loman L. Peach. 0)! 1iilr
these of.Rou.te 3. Klido. N, M.
T. C. TUlotson, Register.

.

J

Department of

high-

Noiloo for roljlleittion.
OS(X)53

Denanrtment
Land Olllco at

'

081713

of tho Intnrlnr

tt h

Roswell, N. M. Dec. S7, 1113.
Notice hereby given that William A. Khlra,
of Hoaz. N. M. who, on Sept. 13. 1W, made H.
Is

rand

Odice

at Hoswell.

N. M.

Muh. 11,

1013.

Notice for Publication.
Notice is hereby given that Oscar IS- - Ayde
W6S67
lott. of Klklns, N. M., w)io, on May 4. 1908,
Department of the Interior, XL S.
made H. E. l.'.lCM Serlai No. 364. for NK4
Seo. 31: and on April 4. 1'UO. made add'L entry Land Office at Roswell, N. M. Mch. ti, 1013.
Notice is hereby given that Emerson I..
for NWM. Seo. 33. l)wnshlp
8er. No.
Meridian, has filed Creech, of New IIoc, N. M.. who. on Jan. is.
t 3. Itsnze SH K., N.
three-yea1013,
r
made II. E. Ser. No. 026807, for WH SWM;
Proof
notice of intention to Ihuke
to estitl!ih claim to the land uliove described SWX KV'X, Seo. 2!: and SE.V: SE NEK.
NEW MEXICO.
Lively,
before II. P.
JJ. S. Cdmmlsaloner, ir Section 30, Township ft S. Range 33 E. N, M.
i
t, Meridian, bus tiled notice of intention to
his office at Klltins. N. M. on April 15, 1913.
T
make three-yea- r
Proof, to establish .claim
Claimant names as witnesses:
Frank K. Hitler. George C. Cooper. WUllaon to the land above described, before 0. E.
Toombs,
U. S. Commissioner, in bis office at
U. Umiib. John W. Snyder, all of Klklns, N
New Hope, N M. on May fl, 1013.
T. C. TlHotson.
M.
Ml4 All
Claimant names at witnesses:
Kculster.
Edgar J. Strawn, Joseph W. Ballew. Ella B,
Notice for I'libLirntlon.
Hranbam, these of New tlope. N. M. Edwin F.
Oilman, of Nobe. X. M.
03307 .
T. C. TlLLOTson. Register.
A fine three year old Perch- - Department of the Interior, U. S. Land Of
March 21. 1913.
fice at Itoswell, N. M.
eron Clyde.
Notice is hereby c'ven that John Ileisiir,
NOTICE F0K PUBLICATION.
Will make this seasons stand of Klklns, If. M. who. on Sept. Si. 1908. made
;
, 026IS1 '
H. E. Serial No. 03307. for SB.'iV Seotlon 27
Department of the Interior, D. 8.
li Evans barn 3 miles Vvp. S 8., Itanare. S7 K , N. M. P. Meridian
at
Land Omoe at Roswell. N. M.. Men. ii, 1913.
notioe of intention to make thre
southeast of Kenna nt the very byear Hied
.
fttil'M lb )l.Mt.v
T
iriwur.
. . u ,V.. .' A
Proof, to establish claim to the lar.o
u,
bUH.l J O
low price-$7.0Insurance. above Uewribed, before UeglHior or Receiver of New Hope. "N.j M who,
on Sept. 6, 1911.
made
H. E. Serial No. 026421. for 8H. 8ecllon
V. S. Land , Office at Itokweil, N. M. on Ma)
The horso will bo on
s. Twp. ft S.. Range 34 E , N. M. P, Meridian,
ft. 1013.
ground about April 121 h to 15th, Claimant names a wllneaMi:
has tiled notice of intention to muke three
year proof, to establish claim to the land above
William J. ltotbrock, WiUiam ltuitolph
l'espct.
described, before C. E. Toombs. U. a, ComMiller, Tuoiuas M. McBfide, all o
Chariest
J. It. Evans A C. D. Smllman. Mikiiis. N. M.
missioner, in his oBioe at New Hope, N. M.
' T. C. T iiurotos,
on Muy ft. 1013.
AIM)
Iteiflster.
.

Call and

JONES & PIRTLE

.

Woodard Building,

..

good

n

All kinds of

Attorneyand Counsellor at Law

has Alert notioe o! intention to make three
year Proof, to establish' claim to the land K. 04O0D3 for KWK, Section 26, and on May
nbo-vdescribed, hefnrn Dan C. Snvsiie. I! 5. r10,mude add'l II. E. OS1713, for the 8 WW,
S. Commissioner, in liis office at Kenna, N. M. Section 3, all in Township e S.. Kanue M9 E.,
on Auril lit, 1013.
M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to n,ake linal three year proof, to establish
Claimant names, us witnesses:
Jason T. Gnndy Jason II. Gundy, William claim to the land above described, before II.
Lively, C. S Commissioner, in his office,
II. Cooper, Henry T, Jones, all of Kenna, N
at Klkins. N. M. on May 7. 1913.
M.
C.
P33AI
Iteuister.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Kmrnn Lee, Richard R-- Reagan. Oscar E.
'otIce for rublicntlon.
Clork. John H. Clark.' all of Uooz. N. M.
' 028346
062M
A I'M!
T C. TtLLOTSfW, Register.
Department of the Interior, U. S

FANCY AND STAPLE
fresh goods. Everything
All nevv-an- d
to eat will be found in our store.

nesw
P.'H.
thH 'interior, U. S. Land
Omee ut fort SuniDCr. N. M.. Jnn. 6. 1013.
Nocloe is hereby viven that William N.
Jones, of Kenna. N. W. who, on Au. 85, tooo
made ndfl. II. B. No. 06800. for S WH. Section
34. Tup. 4 f.RanKe S t N. M. P. Meridian
non-coo-

ROY. C. McHENRY
Washington,

ImIb
peitf mod
WrlU lodaTl find 10 wnU
th bov Vmoai Collection,
parking nd rte
t.ardan OuM. 0
with onr K T nn-- i lotifuti
14G9

K-

&coeocoscccooooocooooooo
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Vlnntprolmilldtnat the
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3

1 par- -

We make what you want In thla line, Tanks, Well Casing:,
Watering; Troughs. Repair work neatly and promptly done.
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William Horner,
observer, postoflico address,
az, N. M.
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J. P. Smith this week pur
chased the W. A. Fry bunch of
coming two year old heifers and
will run them on his ranch south
of town. I lie price paid was
$37.50 per 'head, and the number
- was nearly one hundred.
TKia

edied, iftatlcnerq.

liealhef JOureau.

Cashier.

.

t

S,

f
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hinds Patent Medieines & iftcek Rem-

Seilet

Your patronage solicited.

Local and personal.

A

Physician

$u
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Dr. H. L. "Fiscus.
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C.
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tho
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If a wifo wants to keep a hub

traveling in the straight and
narrow path, all site needs to do

by

is to make him believe
talks in his sleep.

that he

There are a lot of things "we
want to know that we're better,
'
eff for not knowing.
Love will do most anything.
Have y ou bepti done? .
Women have the right idea-sta- y
young as long as you can.

XoUee for Publication.

oi?w
Department of the Interior, U. E
Land Office at Itoswell. N. M. Mch. 7. 1913.
Notice is hereby given that Qeorue W. Pace
of Kenna. N. M. who, on Mob. 13. 1007, mad
H. K. 11504 Serial No. 01KS7. for NKMVSeo. 17,
Towiihhlpft S. Uanue 31 E.. N. M. P. Meridian
has filed notiuc of Intention to make flv
year Proof, to establish cluini to the lane
above described, before Tan C. Savave, U. S
Commissioner, In his ofllce at Kenna N, M. oi
May ft. 1913.

Claimant names as witnesses:
I''rnnk L- - Smith, Ilobert L. Koberson, John
A. Heavers. Judson T. Abbott, all of Kenna
T. C. Tili,-.io- b,
N. M.
A4--

Iteglster,

Claimant names as witnesses:

John II. Creech. Emerson L. Creech. Rosooe
J. Fulton. Joseph W. llallew. all of New
Hope. N. M.
A4

T. C. TUJ.OTSOS.

m

.

Register
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Account Panhandle Hardware
and Implement Dealers Associa
tion. Amril!o, Texap, April
1

and 8,

1913.-

-

Tilrt.-- fin B.nln AtVril G7
turn limit April Oth.
Round trip fare ?6.90.

Rfl- -

s

1

I. L. Fuller,

Agent,

Department of the Interior, U. B.
Land Offlce at Roswell. N. M. Feb. 2S. 1913.
Notice is herebv given that OlllcM. Harris,

lo,

mad
lender, of Eiklns, N. M. who, on April If), 1910, if Elkins. N. M. who. on April 16.
SEK. H E Serial No. 017505, lor SEM Reetion If,
nade II E Serial No. 022448. for
.
in; SH SWK, seo. II: and NEW Sec. is. rownshlp7 8.. Range 27 E.. N. M. P. Meridian,
Township G S. Range 27 E., N. M. p. Meridian hns filed nollce of Intention to make flnsl
1'roof. lo establish claim to tho
as filed notice of intention to make three three-yesear Proof, to establish claim to tha land land above described, befora It. P. Lively.
hove described, before II. P. Lively, U. 9. 17. S. Commissioner. In bis Offlca at EJklw.
Commissioner, in his office at Elklnt, N. M, on V. on April 7. 1.13.
Se-j-

r

I.

n,

April

1918.

.

ns witnesses:
Jnmea I Chntten, Herbfrt C Fahrlender,
Albert N. Stratton, Blnnch Stratton, all of
Claimant name

'

Elklns, N, M.

T. C, Tlllotson,

Land Office

025413

at wiaisjuos:

Notice for Publication.

Register.

Notice for Publication.
01781

Claimant name

Louis N. Todd. Cnarle M. Sail. WlUlsA 0.
Smith. Hattle Sinrges, all of ElUlns, N. M.
M7 A4
T. C. TILLOTSOS. Register.

of the Interior, tT. 8.
at Ronwell. N. M. Mch. 4, 191?.
hereby given that Ollvo A. Me--

Notice Is
lister, of Valley View. N. M. who. on Moh.
f. 1909, made H. E. Serial No. 016756. forSW1...
ee. 28, Township 6 S., Itange 33 E.. N. M.P.
can, of Judson, N. M , who. on Nov. 13. 1908, Meridian, has filed notice of Intention to make
mnde H. E. Ser. No. 04701. for NWM. and on thrse-yesProof, to establish claim to --the
April 12. 1910. made add. entry. Ser. No. 022413. land above described, before Dan C. Savage,
Mange
6
24,
Township
NEM.
S.
Section
for
U.S. Commissioner, in his office at Kenna. N.
33 E. N- M. P. Meridian, bus filed notice ot
M. on April 8, 191 S.
proof, to estab
intention to make three-yeaClaimant names as witnesses:
lish claim to tho land nbove nescribed, before
John O. Whltaker, John O. Hughes. John H.
in his
Dan C. Savage. U. S. Commissioner,
Ford. Edgar L. McBryde, all of Valley View.
office at Kenna, N. M. on April 21. 1913,
T. C, TiMvmon,
N.V.
Claimant names an witnesses:
Register,
M7-Frank R. King, Martha A. Kuhn, James W.
Davis, these of Judson, N. M. William Baker,
Notice for Publication.
T. C. TlLtxvMON.
of Thornham. N. M.
0I3!19
Register.
M21 A18
Department of the Interior, U." S.
Land Office at Roswell. N. M. Feb. 13. 1B18.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Notice is hereby given that William F.
021228
Ilinsbaw, of Boaz. N. M. one of the heirs of
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land flertrude A. Queen, deceased, who. on Nor. 7.
March 12, 1913
Office nt Roswell, N. M.
1907. made ,11. E. 13162, Serial No. 013.H6. for
Notice is hereby given thnt Mrs. Louisa NWM, Section 85, Township 6 S Range 99
M.
on
Single,
who,
Deo. E.. N. M. P. 'Merldinn. has filed notice of
Caroline
of Elklns, N.
29, 1909. made H. E. Serial No. 021228 for SH
Proof, to
ntenlion to make flnnl
SEM, See. 3: NEM: NX SEM, See 10. Twp, 6 estnbllsh claim to the lnnd above described
M.
Meridian,
P.
Rnnge
27
X.
S.
has filed before I)nn C. Savage. U. S. Commissioner. In
notice of intention to mnke final three-yeahis office at Kenna N. M. on April?, 1913.
Proof, to establish clnim to the lnnd above
Claimant names as witnesses:
II.
8.
Lively,
P.
Com
U.
desoribed. before
William Horner, William L. L. Parker. Lee
M.
Elkins.
on
In
office,
bis
N.
missioner.
at
fl. Robertson. Charley C. Layton, all of Boaz,
A

Department of tho Interior. U. R
.and Offlce at Roswell, N. M. Mch. 17. 1913.
Notice la hereby given that James C. Dun

r

r

,

five-yea- r

E-- .

r

M7-A-

NEW MEXICO.

KENNA,

Department o the Interior, V. B. Land
OITlce at Roswell. N. At.
March 17, 191.1.
Notice Is hereby given that Laopold Fahr- -

non-coa-

t.

SEEDS
Garden, Field and Flower Seed
Vegetable Plants.
supplies.

Poultry and

Ask for Catalogue and Price List.

Bee-nu-

E-- .

.

five-yea- r

H--

R0SWELL SEED CO.,
Roswell, N.M.
,Seed Adapted to tha Southwest

115-11-

S. Main

7

in thb ji'stick counT. rREcixcT

NO.

STATE OF NEW MEXICO, t.OL'NTY
OF ClU VES

1

S--

V,S.

J. D. Harris

Defendant
To J. D. Harria defendant in tbo above entitled
"
cause:
You are hereby nodded that a itilt has lit en
filed against yon In the Justice Court, State of
New Mexico, County of Chaves, town of Kenna.
wherein N. D. Wyatt la plaintiff and J. T. Harris
la defendant:
The object of said suit Is to satisfy one promis
sory note for 1100.00 which Is past due and
unpaid. And you are further notified that the
riaintlff In this case has caused to be attached
Ike following property:
One house and all the fencing on the 8W
Section 18 Township 5 S Range (10 B. N. M. I'
M. Same being the property pf the defendant,
You are further notified that if you fall to
appear In the above named court and answer
or plead In this cause on' the 12th day of Aprl
191 3 at 10 o'clock
a.m. Judgment by uofn.ul
will be rendered against you in this suit, and
the allegations of the plaintiff will be taken
W H. Cooper, as confessed.
......
. . . .1 J1.
n.
T...
..www.

"

Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior.

.

U. 8. Lanrt
N M.
March 6, IBIS.
Nolle is hereby given that Eliza 11. Hut
ledge, formerly ElUa It. PIckerlD.of Koswell
N. M. wbo. on July 19. IIW, rrinde H. E. 19H'2.
Serial No. 0A9. for SWM, Seotion 31 Town
hip ( S. Range WE..N, M, p. Meridian, has

tt Roswell.

r
died notice of intention to make
Proof, to establish claim to the land above
desoribet, before t'egiater or Receiver, U. S.
Land Office. It os we 11. N, M. on April 18, 1013,
live-yea-

Claimant names as witnesses:

Qeorare C, Cooper. John W. Snyder, Frank
Bizler. John Howell. William D. Smith, all of
T, C. TlUrt-soN- .
Klkins. N. M.
WM-A1liegltiter.
4

NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION.

NW-M-

-

;

M28-A2- J

r

nd

made H. E. Ser. No. 0VH7 for SWM, Sen. :
ar.d NWX. Section l.V Township 8 S Riingn
36 E.. N. M. P. Meridian; has filed notice of
Proof, toes tab
intention to make three-vee- r
llah claim to tbeland above described, before-C- .
In his ottloe

at New Hope, N. M, on April IF, 101?,
Claimant names as witnesses:
Joseph W. Ha'Jew, Etrar.?. Strawn. James

C, llloliS,- - these of New Hope, N. V. land
George A. Bailey, of Nobe, N. M.
MU-AT. V. Tll.i.rTHuf, Register.

'

M7-.-

I9I--

Huinv-Aleianill

ihre.e-yeo-

02677S

Department of the Interior, U. 8.
Oftlae at Roswell. N. M. March t. 1918.
Notloe Is hereby glvwn that John Pulton,
of New Hope. N. M.. whr. on Dec. 1, MS.

K. Toombs, U- - S. Commissioner,

e

E--

0.W5B

Office

M28-A2-

M48--M-

N. D. Wyatt riaintlff

"

r

M--

.

'

J our answer to the contestant in person, proof
Claimant names as wUiicsbcs:
of uch service must be ellhoi the snld conCarl II Prlewe, Harvey W, Vty, John G. testant's written acknowledgment of h(s re:
Keller. John A. Kimmons. all of Kenna. N. M. celptof the copy, showing the date of Its
M2fl-C. C. Hbnbt. Register.
receipt, or the affidavit of the person by whom
!
N. the delivery was made stating when nnd
where the copy was delivered; If mnde by
NOTICE FOR rCHLICATI0.
registered mail, proof of such servioo must
032C9
01755
of the affidavit of the person by whom
Depnrtment ot the Interior, IT. S. Land consist
the copy wns mailed slating when and the
Office at Roswell, N. M. Teb. 13. 1913.
post office to which it wns mnilcd, nnd fhls
Nitlce la hereby given that Rebecca M. King, affidavit must be accompanied by the postof Judsen, N. M., widow of John H. King, mnster's receipt
for the letter. Y'ou should
deceased, who, on Sept. 1 1. 1M8, made II. F. stnte in your answer the name of the post16,
SWM,
on
for
No.
03i89.
Feb.
Serial
and
office to which you desire future notices to
,
1910. made add'l entry serial No. 0217.V-for be sent to you.
T. C. Tlllotson, Register
s'.,
P,
Twp.
0
Range
SI.
K.,
33
N.
M.
Sec.
KE'.
'April 4th 1913.
Date of first publication
Met Idlan, has filed notice of Intention to make
" " second
"
April 1Kb 1913,
year
proof,
claim
to
to
establish
ilnal three
" " third
April 18th 1913.
F.
C
descibed,
Toombs
before
the land above
"
" " fourth
April Sthl913. April 21, 1913.
N. M.
T. C. TlLLOTSOS
tj. S. Commissioner, in his Ofllee ot New
Claimant names as witnesses:
Register.
Hope, N M, on April 3, l'H3.
Notice for Publication.
James L. Chntten. Albert N. Stratton, Leo
Claimant names as vltnesses:
01 391 3
03401
NOTICE FOR ri'BLICATIOX.
pold Fahrlender, Herbert C. Fahrlender, nil of
"
Fred W. Davis, Charley C. Davis. M. Clayton Department of the Interior, U. S. Land Elkins. N. M.
l
F. S. 07032
T. C. Tlllotson,
linker these of Noue. X. M.. James VV. Taylor Oltlce at Roswell. N. M. March IS, 1913.
Register.
Interior, U. S.
Department
the
of
T. C. Tlt,iiTMOS.
.
of Judson. N. H.
Nollce is hereby given that Ammie V.- Hop
Land Office nt Fort Sumner, N. M. Jan.
Register.
.
kins, of Route 3, Elida. N, M. who, on Kept. 10.
f913.
Noilce Is hereby given that Lula L.
Notice for Publication.
1907, mnde- - H. K. 12588. Ser. No. 01J912, for
Fletcher, formerly Lula L, Harding of Kenns.
1108,
on
Sept.
28.
NWM.
and
SWM NEM. SEM
Notice for Piilillcation.
Department of the Interior, U, S. N. M. who on Jan. 4. 1911. made additional H.
mnde ndd'l. entry, serinl No. 03401, for SEtf
F, S.
03'W
07032. for EH NEM. Sec. 31. and W'.i
.06001
nonconl
Office at Roswell, N. M. March 22. 1913. E. No.
Lnnd
Township
nU
NWM,
NEM.
18.
S.VM
hi
Section
Department of the Interior, U. 6. Land
NWM. Section 31. Township 5 S.. Range 30 E.
hereby
given
T.
is
Lee
Notice
thnt
Meridian,
Range
M.
0
P.
S..
tiled
N.
3.
has
N. M. Jnn. 28. 1013.
N. M. P. Meridinn. has filed notice of IntenOfllceat
Proof, of Richland. N. M. who, on Jan. 11. 1911. tion to mnke three year Proof, to establish
Notice is hereby given that Ed S. Denson, notice of Intension to make
NEM,
024223,
NEM
No.
SH
E.
H.
for
Ser.
made
delnnd
nbove
of Llston, N. M. who, on Feb. 23, 1007, mnde to establish claim lo the
above desoribed. before
NEM, Section 7; nnd SWM NWM. Seotion 8. claim to the land
H. E. No. 03W, for Lot 4. EH SWM. KE!4 scribed, before Dan C. Savage, U. S. Com. Twp. S
Dan C. Savage, IT. S. Commissioner. In bis
Rnnge
36
M.
P.
E..
N.
Meridian
S..
N,
In
on
mlssioner,
M.
Kennn,
his
office
at
NW'K. Seo. 18, Twp. 4 S.. Range 28 E , nnd on
Kenna, N. M. on May 1. 1913.
has tiled notlco of intention to muke five office at
June 8, 1909. mnde add'l. homestead entry. No. April St. 1913.
Claimant names as witnesses:
year Proof, to estnbllsh claim to the land
Claimnnt names as witnesses:
0601. for NE! NWJ4. Wtt SEW. See. 18, and
Harvey W. Fry, Chnrles M. Barber. Carl IT.
alwve described, before C. K, Toombs. U. S.
NWK NEW Section 19. Township i 8. Rnnge
John A, Rogers. Thomna F. Neoly these of Commissioner, to his office
N. M. Prlewe. Enoch M. Dunn, all ot Kenna. N. M.
Richland,
at
,
28
N. M, P. Meridian, has filed notice of Kennn. N. M., Simon 10. Richard, Asa M. on Mil y 3, 1913.
Register.
C. C. Henry,
intention to make five year on originn and Ouffey. these of Home 8 Elida, NM?
names
as
witnesses:
Claimant
three-yenMSI A18
on ndd'l. Proof, to estnbllsh e'lhim
T. C.Tif.uyr)N7tietjlster.
Notice for Publication.
Lewis II. Faw, Francis M. Beemnn, Preston
021874
to the lnnd nbove described, before Dan O
A.
Cares,
all
Richland.
of
Williams.
Bruce
Snvaget U. S. Commissioner, in his office at
NOTICE OF CONTEST.
Department of the Interior, U. S.
TiLi,oTsosi.
C.
T.
N.
M.
Kenna. N. M.,on May 2, 101.1
Land Office at Roswell, N. M. Mch. 3. 1913.
F. S 079X5
Contest 1392
Register.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Nollce is hereby given that James Q. Hunter
Department of the Interior, U. S.
of Judson. N. M. who. on Feb. 26. 1910, made II.
John Sehirck. Oscar Hewntt. Samuel
19,
Land
N.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Office. Fort Sumner.
M. March
nil of Olive, N. , Lake A. Waters, of
E. Ser. No. 021874. for Lot 4. Sec. 4: Lots 1
1913- To George A. Rich, of Kennn. N. M
022410
Llston, N. M.
C. C. IlTNBY,
and 2. See, 5, Township. 6 . Range 83 E., N.
Contestee:
Department of the Interior, U. S. M. P. Meridian, has filed notioe of intention
Register.
You nre hereby notified thnt Thomas 0
Proof, to establish claim
Land Office at Boswell, N. M. Feb. 85, 1913.
to make three-yen- r
Ulnsongim, who gives Kcnnn, N. M. as his
Notice is hereby given that W. Harvey to the land above described, before Das C.
Notice for Publication.
address, did on Feb. 20, 1913, file in Beeman. of Elida. N. M. who. on April 12. Savage, U S. Commissioner, In his offlce at
.
022561
this office his duly corrobornted application inio. made H. E. Ser. No. 022410. for E'.j NEM: Kenna. N.M. on April7. 1913.
,
Department of tlie Interior, U. a. to contest and secure the cancellation of NEM SEM, Seo. 31: NH NWM. SWM
Claimant names as witnesses:
your homestead entry, Serial No 0708.", made NH If KM. Section 3.", Township 8 S., Rnnge 33
Lnnd Office at UosWeU, N. M. Feb. 20. 1913.
Ira Miller, William S. Boothe, Jason H.
April
20,
1910.
23.
SE
WH
Seo.
EH
SWM.
for
Nollce is hereby given that James Boren, of
E.. N. M. P, Meridian, hns tiled notice of inten Hendrii. Doss Slack, all of Route 3. Eltaa. X.
29
Range
20.
Twp.
nnd
85.
5
NEM
Seo.
S.
Sec.
Valley View. N. M. who. on April 29, 1910.
T. C. Tst.LOTijoa.
tion to make final three year proof to estab jj.
made additional H. E. Serial No. 032S6I. for I'., N M P Meridian, and as grounds for his lish claim to the land above described, before
M7A4
y'ou
alleges
contest
he
have
that
abandoned Dun C. Suvnge, U. 8. Commissioner, in his
NEK. Section 2. Township 7 S., Range S3 E,
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of inten the above described lnnd for two ye inn lust offlce at Kennn, N. M. on April 14. 1013.
Notice for PubllcatUm.
pnst.
019592
tion to make final three-Tea- r
Proof to establish
Claimant names as witnesses
Y'ou are, therefore, further notified that the
claim to the land above described, before Dan
Department of the Interior, C. S.
Joe D. Slack, Charles II Slnck, Doss Slnck
by
allegations
office
as
will
be
this
taken
said
C. Savage. IT. S. Commissioner, in his office
4. 1813.
having been confessed by yon, and your said these of Route 3. Elida, N. M. Ernest Carruth, Land Office at Roswell. N. M. Mch.
at Kenna. N. M on Mny I, lf13.
T. C. Tillotson,
f Jenkins, N. M
Notice Is hereby given that Lenard A.
entry will be canceled thereunder without your
Register.
Claimant names as witnesses:
M7 At
Samples, of Elkins. N. M. who. oo Ang. 7.
.
further right to be heard therein, either before
John O. Astrom, Henry M. Scott, of Thorn-hnm- . tills offlee or on appeal. If you fall to file In this
1900. made If. E. Serial No. 01.)2. for
N. M.
N. M., Wllllnm W. Bracken, James A. office
Section 34, Township? 8. Range 87
Notice for Publication.
ith:n twenty days after the FOl'KTII
Morris, of Valley View, N. M.,
P. Meridian, has tiled notice of inteotlos ta
017930 .
013207
publication of this notice, as shown below, your
Proof, to establish claim ta
. T C, Tn.toTSOS, Register,
't',, S. Land make three-yeaanswer, under oath, specifically meeting and
Department of Ihe Interior.
the lnnd above described, before If. P. Lively.
Fan.M. IDI3.
responding to these allegations of contest
Office at Roswell. N. M.
in his offlce at KJktns.
If you fall within that time to file in this office
Notice is hereby given thot Melvin Cave, U. S. Commissioner
Nollce for Publication.
your of Elklns, N. M., who, on .Oct. 81, 1007. made N. M. on April 8. 1913.
copy
of
you
a
served
proof
have
due
that
0ie.1O9
010273
Claimnnt names as witnesses:
on the said contestant either in person II, E. 13006, Serinl No. 013207, for XH NWM,
Department of the Interior, TJ. S. answer
Vio R. Hackett. Ruby Faircloth. Albert
or by registered mail. If tills service Is made by Seo. 26. aud NH NEM, Sec. 87: nnd on Mny 8
Land Oflloe at Roswell. N. M. Mch. 28, 1913. the delivery of a copy of your answer to the 1909. mnde add. entry Serial No. 017930. for SH Sarles. Charles S. Lusk. all ofl'JUins. X. M.
Notlco is hereby given thst Henry Lee contestant In person, proof of such service must NWM. Seo. 26. and SH NUM. Sec. 87. Twp. 7
T. C. Tn.i.oTaow, Register.
M7 A4
I
Deweese, of Route 3, Elida, N. M. who. on be either the said contestant's wr'tten acknowl S, Range 27
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed
Notice for Fublloatlxa.
Jan. 28. 1009, made H. K. Ser. No. nia'109, for edgment of his receipt of the copy, showing the notice of Intention to make final five & three
osei- -i
Lota 8 and 4: and EM SWM, Seo. IK; and on date of lis receipt, or the affidavit of the person year proof, to estnbllsh cluim to Die land
July 18, 1900, made add'l. entry Ser. No. 019273. by whom the delivery was made atatlng when above described, before H. P. Lively. U. S
Department of the Interior, IT. 8.
for Lotal and 2: and EV NWM, Section 10, and where the copy was delivered; If made by Commissioner, in his office pt EIUIns.N, M. on Land, Office at Roswell. N. M. Met. 81. WX
Township t S.. Range 33 E N. M. P. Meridian, registered mall, proof of audi service must con April 7, 1913.
Notice is hereby given that John T. par
has Hied notice of intention to make three sist of tho affidavit of Ihe person by whom the
sons of Garrison. N. M. who, on Sept. f. Itl8.
Claimant names ns witnesses:
year Proof, to oatabllsh cluim to the land copy was mailed stating when and the ost office
Wlllinm T. S. Burns, Dorn Samples. Deioy made H. E. Ser. No. 026158. for SEM. Seo. It:
above described, before Dan C. Savage, tT. S. to which it was mulled; and this affidavit innsi C. Cnva. Jessee t'nvo, all of Elkins. N. M.
and NEM. Section 13. Ttp.6S.. Rang 36 E.
Commissioner, in his office at Kenna. N. M. be accompalned by the postmaster's receipt
Register. N. M P Msridian. has filed notice of lotenloa
T. C. TH.I.OT80N.
on Mny 5. 1913,
Proof, to establish
to make Ilnal three-yea- r
for the letter.
laim to the land above described, before
Claimant names as witnesses:
You should state in your answer the name
Notice for Publication.
la Bis
C. K. Toombs. IT. s. Commissioner,
Loman L. Peach, Joe D. Slnck, William II. of the post office to which you deslro future
015017
-Cumm. these of I!oute3. Elida, N. M., James notices to be sent lo yon.
Department of the Interior, Vi S. Land office at Richland, N. U. on May 3.
II. Hawkins, of Vulley View, N. M.
C. C. Hknht. Register.
Claimant names as Vvitnesses:
Offlce nt Rosweil. N. M. March. 22. 1913.
Mull .1 IU18,
Pate of first publication
T. C. Tillotson, Register.
At Ma
is hereby given that Loman I Peach, Daniol Props. Emit! E. Props. T. Lee lleemaa
Notice
"
1913,
28
" ' second
Mch.
nil of Richland. N. M,
Route 3. Elida, N. M. who, on May 18.
, Register.
"
"
April 4 1913. of
third
A'JS
T. C. Tii.lotso-4Notice for Publication.
mnde II. E. 15379. Ser. No. 015017, for NEM,
1913,
"
"
"
April
11
fourth
M.
M
N.
OlfOjT
Range
E..
P.
017183
S.,
6
17.
Twp
Section
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior. U, S.
Meridian, bus fifed notice of intention to muke
03142!
PUBLICATION.
NOTICE
FOR
claim
the
lo
proof.establish
to
Land Office at Howell. N. M. Feb. 20, 1913.
Department of the Interior, U. 8.
030540
land above described, before Dan C. Savage,
Notice is hereby given that William W.
1913.
Bracken, of Valley View, N- M. who, on April Department of the Interior, U. S U. S. Couirnissloner. In his office, at Kenna, Lund Office at Boswell. N. M. Mch. It,
Nollce Is hereby given that James H. HawkN. M. on Muy 5. 1913
9, 1009, tUMie H. E. Ser. No. 017183. for SEM. Land Office at Roswell, N. M. Mch. 17. 1913.
ins, of Valley View, N. M wbo. on Jao. 17.
Sec. 34: and on June 3, 1009, made additional Notice Is hereby given that Joseph II. OrisonClaimant names as witnesses:
1910. made additional H. E. Serial No. 02142.
entry, Serial No. 0IHIb7. forSWi-- Section 85, eld, of Elkins, N. M who on Oct. M, 1909, mnde
Joe D. Slack. Henry Lee Deweese, William
Macro 83
Town. hip S., Range 8S E. N. M. P. Meridian II. E. Serial No. OJJftiO, for Lots 1 & 2. and H. rnm. these of Route 3. Elida. N. M for NEM. Section 31, Township I
E., X. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of Intenhas filed notice of intention to make tlmil EV SWM. Seo. 30, Township?, S. Range 28. James II. Hawkins, of Vsllcs View, N- M,
three-yealYool, to estabtion to make final
three-yeaT. C.TiLivrsoN.
Proof, to estnbllsh clnlm to the E. N. M. P.Merldian.has filed notice of inten
to the hnd above desoribed, Veforo
land above desoribed, before "x" C. Snvage, tion to make three year Proof, to establish
Iieclster lish cluim Savage.
aim
U. S. Commissioner. In bit
Dan C.
U. S. Commissioner, Jn his office ut Kenna, claim to the laud above described, before II
oo April 21, ItlS.
office, at Kenna. X.
N. M, on April 7. 1913.
P. Lively U, S, Commissioner, in his office a
to
claim
who
peopl"
of
lot
A
Claimant names as witnesses;
Elkins. N. M. on April U. 1913.
Claimant names as witnesses:
bp in pai tener- uip with God act
H. Lee De .verse, William A. Pettitt. Jo D.
Claimant names as witnesses:
George 8. Morris, James A. Morris, James
E. Mci'nbe, Willie J, Stobb, all of Vulley
Mat Roerig, Amos II. Gordnnter, E. Camby as if they owned tho entire Slack. Alvin V. Black, all ot Route 3. Elida,
T. f TII.I.OTHOM.
X M.
Brown, Arthur Anderson, ail of Elklns. N. M,
View. N. M.
T. C, TUXOTSOM
Register.
Mil A 18
'
business.
T, 0. Til.rTN, Register.
K
RejrlHter;
--

Colonists Fares t o Pacific
Coast.
From Kenna to most of Color
ado points '$30.00.
'
J! or particulars but
1

of the Interior, IT. S.
Dopnrtuient of the Interior. U. S.
.and Office at Fort Sumner. N . M.
Jan. 31, Land OITlce. ItosweH, Jf. M. Msrch is, 1913,
10li. Notice Is hereby given that John A.
To Harry H. 3ooJ ntn, of Hopevllle, Okln.
Northcutt, of Kcnnn, N. M.. who. on Jim. 10. Oontcstee:
9in. matle add'l. H. K. No. 07'nil. for SH 8EM
Yon are hereby notified that William C.
and SEM SWM. Section 3,V Town ship .1 S.. Rusiey, who gives Valley View, N. M. as hi
Range .1" K..N. M. I. Meridian, hns Med notice post pfflee address, did on Feb. 50, 1913, file
of intention to malts three-yea- r
l'rriof. to In this office tils duly corroborated nppHcntlor
establish olnini to !hc land nbove described to contest nnd icure the cancellation of
before I)an C. Snvnge, 17. S. Commissioner,
your H. E, Serial No. 022008, made May 8, 1910.
In his office, at Kenna. N. M. on the 11th
forSE. Sec. 10, nnd 9WK, Sec. 11. Town
flay of April 1013.
ship 7 S-- , Range 35 E N. V. P. Meridian, and
Clnlmnnt names as witnesses:
ns grounds for his contest he alleges that
Robert L. Uoberson. Frank L. Smith. Ooorge Hurry U. Ooodmnn hns whally abttndoned
W. Puce, Edgar 1.0. Lee, nil of Kcnnn. N. M.
sa'.d tract of lnnd, nnd hns nol resided upon or
M7-AC. r. HitsBT, Register..
otltivated nny part thereof for more than
two yenrs Inst past. The land Is In its orlginnl
raw state.
NoKre ior I'lil'llnitlon.
You are, therefore, further notified that the
non-cou- l
F. M- .- oisitl
o.o9
alienations will be taken by this offlce ns
Oepartmont of the Interior, U. S. Land said
having been confessed by you and your said
Office at Fo.t SUmner. N. M. Feb. i. im.
entry will bo canceled thereunder without
Notice Is hereby given that FVanlt Parker.
right lo be heard therein, either
of Kenna. NT. M. who, on Jnn. 4, 1909, made votir further
NKM. and before this office or on appeal, if you fail to
homestead entry No. 013SU. for
lH.Twp.5 S. Ilnnpe 30 K. and on file in thlsonlce within twenty days after the
NM SEU-Seo- .
publication of this notice, as shown
Feb. tX 1010, made ndd'l. homestead enlrv FOURTH
below, your answer, undor oath, specifically
Mo. 070X9. for ft 4 SBX. and S". SWU. Seo. 18.
Twp. 5 8., Range 30 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has meeting nnd responding to these allocations of
conlest, or If you fail within that time to file
died notice of Intention to make three-yea- r
Proof, to establish claim to the land above in this office due proof that yon have served
described, before Dan C. Savage. V. 8. Com a copy of your answer on the snld contestant
in person or by registered mail. If this
missioner. In bis oflloe at Kcnnn, N. M. on either
service Is made by the delivery of a copy of
'
May 3, 1913.
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SURVIVORS TELL

feed. The students departed at night
for their homes in different parts of
the country.
I saw the same suffering. The town was under ten 'feet
of water. I saw them take ten bodies from the water at Masslllon, O.
Prospect, O., is under 14 feet of water,
and the river at that point is four
miles wide. I saw them take more
than a dozen bodies from the water.
"The reparts of the dead have not
been sent In from these small towns
arid the country will be appalled when
the full number Is known. From what
I saw I do not think the reports have
been exaggerated.
"Plqua and FoBtorla are under water, and many people are drowned.
The nearest' I could get to Dayton
was Plqua. Most of the town was under water. It was impossible to get to
Dayton."
s
Tell of Horrors.
Four weary young women,
from Ohio Wesleyan university at
O., climbed from a Pullman on
a delayed Lake Shore train in the
street station. They were the
first arrivals in Chicago from the actual scenes of death and desolation
attending the floods throughout cen"At-Celln-

OF FL00DTHRILL5
Lecturer Saw 28 Bodies Recovered at Delaware, 0.
MEANEST MAN

A

BOAT OWNER

Girls Relate Death Scenes
and Heroic Rescue Work by the
Students Storlea of Other
Refugees.

College

Chicago. Thrilling

stories of the

Co-Ed-

flooded districts in Ohio were told by
Rev. E. O. O'Neal, who returned to

.

a

co-e-

Del-awar-

this city from a lecture tour. He
saw rescuers take 28 bodies from the
river at Delaware, O.
"All of the small towns along the
river have been swept away," he said.
"The greatest problem Is food. The
victims are starving and freezing to
doath. Those who are able to work
are making every effort to rescuo and
help others. There Is no communication between towns.
"When at Delaware I saw college
students make many thrilling rescues
by swimming out Into the swift current and swimming back with a flood
victim. One young man swam out and
and rescued 30 persons in one day. He
was the bravest fellow I ever saw.
Women and Children Afloat.
"I saw a house with one woman
and three children clinging to the roof
floating down the stream. The house
was whirling and bobbing up and
down in the water. The woman was
screaming for help. Persons on the
edge of the flood had a small boat,
but they could not row fast enough to
caech up with the house..
"The house bore down on the Pennsylvania railroad bridge and crashed against it The mother caught the
bridge and went down. The children
went down, but came up again near
a tree. The eldest child helped the
other two and help on to the tree. The
boat put out and rescued all of them.
"A few minutes later a house with
a man about 75 years and his wife
floated down the stream. The woman
was lying on the roof. The old man
was holding her. Suddenly the house
struck a tree and the brick chimney
fell off. Then we saw the old man
lift his wife in his arms and carry
her to the chimney hole in the roof
and let her down Into it. When the
rescuers put out In a boat and caught
up with the house, one of the rescuers inquired of the woman.
" 'She is dead,' said the old man.
'She died two hours ago, and I was
afraid to let her lie on the roof because the water would carry her
away.'
Sees Man and Woman Drown.
"I saw another house with a man
and woman clinging to the chimney
to keep from falling off. The house
struck a tree and the chimney crumbled. Both went down before the
boat reached them and we never saw
them again. These are only a few
Instance of the horrible things seen
In the flooded district.
"I went from Delaware to Prospect,
and the same tragedies were repeated.
At Prospect I saw the meanest man
in the world. The meanest man, I
think, is a farmer who owned a boat
at Prospect. He lived across the river from the town. He lent his boat
to a Baptist minister who used it for
rescue work. They saved more than a
dozen women and children during the
day. It was the only boat in the
town.
Farmer Demands His Boat.
"Although the minister could rescue but two persons at a time he
was doing noble work. Many persons
were swept away before the boat
could reach them. Late in the afternoon the farmer came to the shore
and announced he wanted the boat.
He declared he would take the boat
by force. He said he wanted the boat
to go across the river and attend to
some business.
"The minister refused to give up
the boat, but offered to row the farmer across the dangerous rlvef, if he
could keep the boat. The farmer
grudgingly assented, and a newspaper
man from Marlon and the minister
rowed him across. It was the first
Attempt to take the boat across the
Lwlft river and was 'extremely danger-tus.

"The preacher declared he would
take any risk in order to keep the
boat. They landed the farmer across
the river with much difficulty. They
Started back and when In the middle
I f the stream the boat capsized, and
toth went down. With the boat hundreds of persons could have been rescued.
Bread Famine at Delaware.
"The victims need food more than
anything else. There is a bread famine at Delaware. To show they were
willing to do anything to help the sufferers more than 100 students at Wei-leya- n
college volunteered to leave the
eitjr to there would be 100 less to

La-Sal-

tral

Ohio.

wnere there were persons clinging on
the roof. These people would catch
the light line, pull over a heavier .one
and a pulley and set up a running 11ns
of cable1 by making fast to chimney

HARVEST HOME BRAND COFFEE

or house tower.
"The boys must have known something about breeches buoy work, for as
soon as they had a line to a house
they would rig up a chair and pass.lt
over. Then the people would be hauled across. I guess they muBt have
takon more than 100 off the different
roofs. One woman, who weighed more
than 200 pounds, started across in ft
chair. The pulley was fastened to ft
chimney and the chimney toppled over.
The woman went into tbe water, but
they kept hauling her in and she clung
to the chair. She was half drowned
when they got her up.
Take Refuge In "Frat" Houses.
"The men students have responded
nobly In time of distress, and the Phi
Kappa Psl, Sigma Chi, and Beta Theta
Pi fraternity houses, which are on
bills, have been turned over for sleeping places for women and children. A
Mr. Houseman and a Mr. Sulllver
manned the boats sent down by the
life saving station at Toledo, and
saved fifteen persons. The students
are doing practically all of the work
of saving people and bringing what'
food there is to the starving men,
women and children.
"The property loss In the city, not
counting personal property, is over
$2,000,000. There is danger of fire,
s
because the
are using candles
for lights.
"We know of thirteen deaths: Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Melcheivand their two
6 years old, and Lewis, 4
years old; Mrs. Silas Smith and her
two sons and one little daughter, 1
year old; Miss Hazel Jones, a
girl; Miss Hazel Dunlap, Mrs. Slos-soWilliam Hessey, William Fielding
and James Maine.
Dies After Being Rescued.
"William Fielding clung to a tree
for three days and was rescued only
to die of exposure. A Mr. Ralner was
marooned in the top of a tree for
three days and a half and was rescued. He Is now ill from exposure
and it Is thought he will get pneumonia.
"A little girl was picked up from a
raft on which she had floated five
miles from Stratford. She Is ill of
exposure, but It is believed, she will
live."
Other Refugees Arrive.
Every train that came In from the
east brought men and women who had
escaped from Indiana after arduous,
roundabout trips and disheartening
delays. Perhaps none of these refugees had a more exciting experience
than that of Frank Jamleson, a commercial traveler of Muncie, Ind.
hours Jamleson was
For thirty-simarooned with elghty-flvother men
and women guests and employes of
the Barnett hotel In Logansport. The
basement and first floor were flooded,
water standing eight feet deep in the
office. All there was to eat was' some
corned beef and coffee, which one of
the women heated over a small gasoline stove. In the basement, under
water, Was $3,506 worth of tine food
which could not be reached.
Wednesday afternoon a man rowed
down the street near the hotel and
Jamleson hailed him. He had only a
small skiff and there was room for one
passenger. Jamleson offered him $10
to be ferried out of town and the
boatman accepted the offer. No one
else In the hotel dared risk the trip,
feeling safer In the building than
adrift on the waters, but Jamleson
climbed out of the second story window and took a seat in the boat.
Five Miles In Row Boat.
"We rowed for Ave or six miles, I
should think," said Jamleson, in describing his experience. "The water
gradually grew shallow and Anally I
debarked in a field, where I was about
knee deep in mud and water. I got a
farmer to drive me a few miles further on, where I caught a train at a
crossing' of the steam and lnterurban
tracks.
"As the train was passing Warsaw
we saw a horrible thing. A farmer
was driving a team attached to a light
wagon. He had ft passenger, apparently a traveling man, and they waved
at the train, which slowed down and
was about to stop- for them. The
horses were knee deep In water and
the bed of the wagon lapped the flood
now and then, but they came on confidently and seemed likely to make
the tracks In safety.
Suddenly, however, the wagon and
horses disappeared from view. It
seemed as If they- must have struck
a sinkhole or something, but the queer
part of it was that tbey didn't come
up. The train waited for ten minutes,
but Hot even a bubble came to the surface of the pool where the men and
horses had disappeared. It was a terrible thing, and several women on tbe
train who saw It became hysterical
and were restored with extreme diff-
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Explaining the Needle.
in a printing house became very adroit in explaining the
large number of misprints for which
he was responsible. Even when he
changed his work, and became a waiter in a restaurant, says Das Echo, his
skill did not forsake Mm. One day he had served a guest with
a plate of soup, and was turning
away, when he was called back
sharply.
"This Is an outrage!" cried the indignant diner. "I And a needle in my
soup! What does this mean?"
"Just a misprint, sir," explained the
former typesetter. "It should have
been a noodle." Youth's Companion.

THE HOUSEHOLD

A

Snapshot of Quiet Domestic 8cene
When Rival Fought for the
Control of Mexico.
To make flowers last ft week or
more, four things are necessary. First,
do not try to arrange them the moment you get them, but put them in a
pail of water for a few hours, so that
every stem will be under water up to
the flower. Second, cleanse the vase
thoroughly before putting in the flowers and change the water every day.
Third, the cooler, you keep the flowers
the longer they will last. If you are
too busy In the morning to enjoy them
or have to go out for the afternoon, do
not leave them in the living room, for
they are not used to such a temperature. Every night put the vase In a
cool place, or better still, plunge the
stems up to the flowers in a pail of
water. Fourth, cut about a quarter of
an inch off each stem in the morning.
It is more trouble to do this under
water, . but it pays. If you cut the
stems in the ordinary way air bubbles
get into the Btems and Impede the taking in of water. Dellneatpr.
.

Eagerly questioned by newspaper
men, the young women talked freely
of their experiences and painted
graphic word pictures of the horrors
of the Inundation of a large part of
Delaware.
They were Miss Florence Wyman of
3633 Sheffield avenue, student In general work and instructor in the art
school of the university; Edith and
Esther Quayle of 233 North Jiarvey
street. Oak Park, and Mabel Lees of
AWFUL.
325 Elmwood avenue. Oak Park.
Fear Horror to Follow.
Miss Wyman, who had chaperoned
the party on the trip, was the spokesman, but the other girls broke In from
time to time with eager ejaculations
to emphasize the horror of the tale
she told.
"The thought that is uppermost In
my mind," said Miss Wyman, "is not
so much of the horror that has passed
as of the greater horror that must inevitably come to those poor people in
Delaware and elsewhere throughout
the flooded district. There are some
dead bodies still In the houses at Delaware, and thousands elsewhere in
Ohio, and it is staggering to the imagination to attempt to conjure up the
picture of desolation, famine and pestilence that will follow the recession
of the waters.
"The flood Itself was like a horrible
nightmare. The water crept up slow"I don't wemember what I ate, but
ly, but, oh, so steadily and relentlesst had an awful dweam."
ly. First It was six inches deep in
"What was it, old chap?"
some of the lower streets; then a foot
"I jjhveamed my valet went away
deep, and at last it had covered all
without lacing my shoes."
the lower part of town and was lapBright
Brass.
ping at the foot of the hills, while the
A great time and labor saver, In
houses in the flooded porton stood,
keeping brass, copper and other metmany of them, with only the upper
als .bright and shining, either indoors
stories and roofs visible.
or outdoors, in any kind of weather,
Hear Prayers for Safety.
is to clean and scour in the usual way,
"And on nearly every house there
and give them a coat of negative varwas a family, or what was left of the
nish, to be obtained at a store. Many
family, clinging to the ridgepole and
ornaments which lack luster are also
chimneys and praying for deliverance.
Improved by one application.
"The university stands on the highest
After Material.
hill In town, and we were not affected
Editor "Why do you persist In comby the flood Itself. But all night, that
ing here? I tell you I don't buy ficfirst night, the 200 girls In Monnett
tion." Author "Oh, I don't wish to
hall, our dormitory, walked the floor
sell any of my stories. I am writing
and wept and prayed as the walls of
a short serial entitled 'The Ugliest
the unfortunates only a few blocks
Man on Earth,' and came in merely to
away were borne to their ears. Closed
obtain local color."
windows could not keep out the
sound. Now and then a woman shriekFLY TO PIECES.
ed above the general lamentations,
The Effect of Coffee on Highly Organand we knew when that sound reached
ized People.
us that some one had seen a loved
relative, an aged father or mother, or
"I have been a coffee user for
perhaps a child, lose the grip of
years, and about two years ago got
numbed Angers and slide off into the
Into a very serious condition of dysblack, chill waters.
pepsia and indigestion. It seemed to
"Throughout the night the men stume I would fly to pieces. I was so
dents and members 'of the faculty did
nervous that at the least noise I was
what they could to rescue the sufferdistressed, and many times could not
ers, but we had no boats at the unistraighten myself up because of the
versity and It was almost impossible
pain."
to guide a raft through the blackness
Tea 1b just as injurious, because It
of the night, which was intensified by
contains caffeine, the same drug found
ft cold, drizzling rain.
in coffee.
Rescue Work Makes Heroes.
"My physician told me I must not
"As soon as dawn came the boys
eat aay heavy or strong food, and orgot together In an organized rescue
dered a diet, giving me some medicorps. Our school produced a hundred
cine. I followed directions carefully,
an
Every
heroes in half
hour.
one of
but kept on using coffee and did not
those students risked death on the
get any better.
flimsy rafts they were able to con"Last winter my husband, who was
struct, but they never hesitated. They
away on business, had Postum served
found some small boats, too, and' did
to him in the family where he board-- ,
as well as they could with these. Prof-W- .
ed. He liked It so well that, when he
E. Dixon, the physical director of
came home he bpaught some with him.
the university, headed the work of
We began uefng It and I found it
rescue. He had a dozen active lieumost excellent
tenants In the work of directing op"While I drank It my stomach never
erations.
bothered me in the least, and I got
"Some of the houses could not be
over my mrvous troubles. When the
"reached at all. The rafts were unPostum was gone we returned to cofmanageable, and the few boats were
fee, then my stomach began to hurt
smashed one after another as they
me as before, and the nervou3 conwere caught by the eddying currents.
ditions came on again.
Every time a boat was smashed two
"That showed me exactly what was
or three of the boys wotild be thrown
the cause of the whole trouble, so I
into water ten or fifteen feet deep, but
quit drinking coffee altogether and
they all swam out in safety.
iculty."
kept on using Postum. The old trou"Well, when they found how imInsanity and 8ulclde.
bles left again and have never reget
possible it was to
actual contact
At Brookvllle, where the loss of life turned."
with the houses they went to the near- Is estimated at 20 to 60, insanity and
a reason," and it Is explainest houses they could reach and took Suicide followed In the wake of the ed"There's
in the little book, "The Road to
ropes and pulleys from a hardware flood. Five parents who had seen
Wellvllle, In pkgs.
tore thai had escaped the flood. .
their children drowned or who feared
Kvcr read the above' lettert A aew
"They would tie a bolt to ft light they met that fate are reported to one appeara
from time te time. Tbey
geaulao, (rue, anil full et haraaai
are
line and throw it over to ft house have committed suicide.
la teres t.
co-ed-

ASK YOUR GROCER FOR

PURE, FLAVORY AND GOOD.

ft-

typesetter

Personality.
Personality is just one's centralized
experience of the world, and there is
no way of making it greater except by
making that experience greater and
more centralized; in other words, being a bigger, broader, better man or
woman. Every intellectual achievement, every moral victory, every bit
of solid work, will leave personality
richer, profounder, more delicate. In
fact, to cultivate It, the plan Is don't
cultivate It. Let it alone and do your
duty and It will grow. E. B. An
drews, in the International Journal of
Ethics. --

For Curling Feathers.
feather that has become
damaged with rain or dew sprinkle
It thickly with common salt and Bhake
before a bright Are until dry, when
you will find It as good as new.
To curl a

Appreciation Coming.
"You'll never realize your husband's
true value until he has gone," counseled Mrs. Goodman. "I know it,"
Mrs. Nagg. "His life is Insured." Cincinnati Enquirer.

d

Dr. Pleroe's Pleasant Pellets regulate and
Invigorate stomach, liver and bowels. Sugar,
coated, tiny granules, easy to take. Do not
gripe. Adv.
A bachelor is a bachelor because he
is either too foolish or too wise to
marry.

The average girl treats a new acquaintance far better than she does
an old friend so the old friend
thinks.

x
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G0NSTIPATI0FJ
- Munyon's Paw-PaPills are unlike all other laxatives or cathartics.' They coax tbe
activity by
SJfc
i liver into
8entle methods, they
H
do not aennr! thmr An
not gripe; they do not
weaken; but theydo
start all the secretions
of the liver and stomach in a way that sooo
puts these organs in ft
ai a" mnaii
healthy condition and
corrects constipation. Munyon's Paw-PaPills are a tonic to the stomach, liver and
nerves. They Invigorate instead of weaken;
they enrich the blood instead of impoverishing it; they enable the stomach to get all
the nourishment from food that is put into
it Price as cents. All Druggists.
w
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Get a Canadian Hcmo
In Western Canada's

Free Homestead Area
the;

province

or

Manitoba
several New Home- hu
leading District that
a dorl rare opportunity
tu secure. ltiOacroe of
uriuulUirtvl
land JTKKKe

-

Fcr Grain Growing
and Cattle Raising
thl province haa no superior and
In profitable agriculture abows an
unbroken period of over a quarter
of ft Century.
Perfect climate: food markets t
railways oopyenient; sot) the Tery
bent, and social conditions stoat
deairable.
Vacant lands adjacent to Free
Hoiueaieada mar be D urc haa ed
and also to tbe older district
lunda can bo bought at reasonable prices.
--for further particulars
writ to

-

1

'

.

Q. A. COOK
128 ff. Ilk STREET, IAMUS CITY, HO.
Canadian Government a gents, or
addreaa Superintendent is)-of

Immigration, Ottawa, Cm
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IF YOU HAV-

E-

no appetite, Indigestion, Flutulenca, Sick
nmwcM, au rua aown ' or toeing ueen. yon
will find

YiiU'n
u uu o

FKIIrV
y

mi)

lu.twhat tom aeed. They torn no the weak
I luoiacb ana build up tbe flagging energies.

TWO DESSERTS THAT PLEASE

GOLD

Raspberry Charlotte One of the Most
Oellcloue
Baptist Cakes Worth
Gitlng a Trial. '

r
naspuerry
unanoue nuuuer a quart
pudding dish, sprinkle In a layer of
coarse bread crumbs (use the crumbs
free from crust), put butter In little
bits here and there, a "layer of canned
raspberries and a sprinkling of sugar
Continue In this way until dish Is
filled, using about equal measures or
..-- .v
miu u uuiui, one laoieBpooiuui 01
s
butter and
cup sugar.
Have the last layer crumbs. Cover
and bake half an hour, then remove
cover to brown top. Serve hot with
cream. Cheap and delicious.
Baptist Cakes Place tn a granite
basin two cupfuls milk,
teaspoon sugar.
salt,
one rounaing teaspoon butter; simmer
only until butter Is melted, remove
from fire and when of blood heat stir
In half a yeast cake dissolved In
cup luke warm water and sufficient sifted flour to form a dough;
cover and set In a warm place to rise
Knead thoroughly, breaking off into
tiny pieces of walnut size; again 'let
rise and fry In deep fat until crisp and
brown. Either chopped nuts or fals-Inmay be added if a richer breakfast bread Is desired. Serve very hot
In a folded napkin.
This quantity
makes enough for two meaU and may
be reheated In the oven.
,
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one-fourt- h

one-hal-

f

one-fourt-
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ONE OF THE BEST OF SALADS
As 8eason for This Delicacy Is Almost
Here, This Is Good Recipe
to Remember.
Fill the bottom of the salad dish
with aspic Jelly and sot on Ice until it
la very hard. Then In the salad, dish
place a smaller bowl, but large enough
to bold the desired amount of salad.
Fill the bowl with ice and pour melted
Jelly around It between the two
dishes. When the Jelly is hard remove the Ice from the Inner bowl, fill
It with hot water for an Instant and
lift It out, being careful not to break
the Jelly. Now make any of the ordinary salads, or slice firm red tomatoes, with a little green, such as lettuce or celery, mixed among them
Place the salad in the space left In
the Jelly, eover with more Jelly 'and
place In the refrigerator. When wanted, place the salad dish In hot water
for a moment, reverse quickly and
turn out on a cooled platter. Serve
with mayonnaise dressing.
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RECORD OF WORK WELL DONE

It the First Chapter

In

thi

History
-

of Chronlo Diseases

A cold In the head la the first chap,
In the history of disease and death.
This has been so often repeated that
there are few people Indeed who have
not witnessed many examples of It.
A cold in the head Is rarely severe
enough to confine a vigorous person
to the house. As a rule. It ends In
recovery without any treatment This
has led many people to regard a cold
In the head as of no Importance. It la
a terrible mistake, however, to pass
by a cold in the head as a trivial matter. Every case should be treated.
Those who have used Peruna for
such cases will testify unanimously
that a few doses Is sufficient to remove every vestige of the cold. How
much better it Is to treat a cold In this
way than It is to allow It to go on and
on for weeks, perhaps months, leaving
effects that will never be eradicated.
Yet there are those who neglect to
take Peruna for a cold In the head.
This neglect Is due to the false notion
that a cold In the head Is hardly worth
noticing.
'
A cold In the head la In reality a
case of acute catarrh. It ought to be
called so, In order to awaken people
from their lethargy on this subject. In
a large per cent, of cases cold in the
head will end in chronic catarrh. Unless properly treated with some such
remedy as Peruna, perhaps 60 per
cent, of cases of cold in the head will
lay the foundationer chronic catarrh.
A tablespoonful of Peruna should be
taken at the very first symptom of
cold in the head. Usually where the
cold Is not very severe a tablespoonful
of Peruna .before each meal and at bed
time Is sufficient It may be necessary, however, where the attack Is
more serious, to keep strictly In the
house and take a tablespoonful of
Peruna every hour. Younger people,
feebWor delicate women, should take
a teaspoonful every hour.

ter

THE CARD CLUB.

Campaign Fruitful of
Result for the Good of All
Mankind.
Some comparisons showing the progress of the
campaign In the last eight years and the
present needs of this movement are
made by the National. Association fot
the Study and Prevention of Tuberculosis In a brief report of its work recently issued. During the eight years
of Its work, the national association
has assisted In the organization of
over 800 state and local
societies located In almost every
state and territory of the Union. Over
500 hospital and sanatoria have been
established, with more than 30,000
beds for consumptives,
About 400
dispensaries, with more than 1,000
physicians in attendance and at least
150 open air schools for tuberculous
and anaemic children, have also been
provided. Laws dealing with tuberculosis have been passed In 45 states,
and ordinances on this subject have
been adopted In over 200 cities and
towns. An active field campaign of
education against tuberculosis has
been carried on in 40 states and territories by means of lectures, exhibits,
the press, and the distribution of over
100,000,000 pamphlets on this disease.
Boundless Love.
Robert, seven years old, snugly
tucked in bed, called to his mother in
the next room. "I can't tell how much
I love you, mother," he announced.
"Yes, dear, go to sleep now," admonished his mother. There was siThen:
lence for thirty seconds.
"Mother, God couldn't tell how I
love you."
"All right. Bob. I appreciate that.
But let's talk about it tomorrow." Silence. Robert's thoughts turned to
father's automobile troubles, and of
the expert called to disentangle matters.
"Mother," he remarked suddenly,
"even an expert couldn't tell!"

Race Prejudice.
This is an actual conversation
which was overheard in Oregon In
the presidential campaign. It was re
ported to President Wilson himself.
then a mere governor and candidate.
He enjoyed It, but. refused to allow
It to be published at that time.
Mike Who are ye goin' to vote for
this fall?
Pat Wilson Woodrow.
Mike Faith, an' vice versa ye
mean, don't ye?
Pat The dlvil it is! D'ye think
I'm goln' to vote for wan o' thim dom

OH! MY BACK!

A stubborn backache that hangs
on, week after week, is causa to
suspect kidney trouble, for when
the kidneys are Inflamed and swollen, bending the back brings a
sharp twinge that almost takes the
breath away.
It's hard to work and Just as
hard to rest or sleep.
Doan's Kidney Pills revive sluggish kidneys relieve congested,
aching kidneys. The proof Is an
amazing collection of backache
testimonials.
'

Eye-tallans- ?

AN IDAHO

CASE

Old Love and the New Rug.

L. C Warner

Here's the overheard conversation
that made the day seem more spring
like: "Those people next door to us
have been married a long time,
haven't they?" "Perhaps they have.
but their honeymoon isn't over yet."
How do you figure that out?" "Well.
It was awfully sloppy last night. But
when he came home she made him
step Inside and kiss her before she
told him to. go back on the porch and
wipe his feet." "Well, honey, wouldn't
" "No, I wouldn't! We've got
you
a new rug!"

.
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Use
For Over

Aperfecl Remedy for Constipation Sour Stomach.Diarrhoea,
Worms .Convulsions. Feverish-ncs- s

and LOSS OF SLEEP
FacSimilf Signature of

Thirty Years

The Centaur Company,

NEW YORK.
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Paradox.
"What makes you think those
rumors are groundless?"
"Because they are so much tn the
air."
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Exact Copy of Wrapper.

COLT.err DISTEMPER
rard.

be haxndlM
eMiry. Th alck are
s.nd U ottian la
tmuitaLie, no matter how Mexpuattl." kept from bavins th dltv
eat by tiling 81HNU LlgUIii UIBTMPKIt CUKK. UI- - otm
'the tonirao or In feed. Act cm the blood end expels terms of
all forma of distemper. Best remedy ever kaowu for merae to fotvL
Ooe bottle jruaranteed to cure one case. Mo and 9l a bottle t Mana
ttOdoeea of drUtfRiitfand harness dealers, or sent express paid by
Cut Mim
manufacturers.
hns to nnnltlcei ttmtm i ..
Local atrents wauled. Lsaweat ttlllna
IlmtklctirivetteTarTthlnrf.
tV horse remedy La tulstenoawtweire years.
SPOHNME D1CAL CO., Cfcsmltts sad BsetoHslay tsts, Oohn9 Iridf U.S. A.
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Soothing: Byrup for Children
teething-- , HufteuM the
reduce liirtatunia- uou,ellaya paro.curea wind co.lc,26c a botuejUjv
Mrs. Wlnslow'a

But,, it isn't every high flyer who
reaches the top.

THOMPSON'S...

WATERmrVr""
CO.,Trujr.N.Y.
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FOR SALE OR TRADE
FOR WICHITA.
l
Kan.,
estate. 1,280 A. near Elklne, tn
Co., N. M., producing land.
fhavea
Charlea
.
Walu-i-achi-id306 Cleveland sr., Wichlta.Kau.

JJ5TX'

JZJlf-3?-

W. N. U., WICHITA, HQ.
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FADELESS DYK?

UTWArVI

Colorntore trxxh brighter and faster color than any other dye. One 10c package colore all fiber. Theydyeineold waterberterthansnyotherdye. Yoacaa
dye any garment without ripping apart. Write for tree booklet How to Uyt. Bleach and Mi Colore. MONBOt DWliO COMPANY. Qelaty, HU

The Result.
English Friend That gown you
have on is ripping!
American Duchess Then I am

Mean Insinuation.
"I have no way of killing time."
"Why, I've heard you sing."

AND

sfi.oo

SHOES
FOR MEN AND WOMEN
BEST BOYS SHOCS In fee WOULD
92.00, 12.60 an It 3. 00.
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The largest maker of
Men's $3.50 and $4.00
hoe in the world.
w rjw
deitler to ahow von : fj v
Ak I-Tour
- Doua-l.3.f0, S4.(MI and
to ehoee. Juat aa stood In atyle,
and wear aa other make coating .A.00 to 67
sne oniy
ib me price, aauei in all
leather, aiiierenoe
trle and shape to suit everybody.
If yoo could vlait W. 1 Itooglaa large factorial at Brockton, Has., and ee for yourself
how carefully W. 1.. Itouelae shoe are made,
would then nuderstand why they snwarraaUfl
to ntoetter, 10 a oeiier, noia tneir shape ana wmm
longer than any other make for the price.
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uoDtias shoe ant not for sale la your ylclrttty. order
for eyery member of the family, at all prions, by
. vwmt vuwnn
... 1.1 .Illl.ir.irU
a
Catalog. 11 will showyoe
bow to order
br tuetl,
and why yon eao ay meaay on jour footwear.
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.00 $3i50 4.oo
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Good for Small Towns.

fused to give them better terms than
we give to the small manufacturer.
The little fellows stand with us because we treat all manufacturers
alike, no matter how many machines
they use. Hence, competition In the
shoe business and prosperous factories in small towns!
Write us and we will tell you all
about It
The United Shoe Machinery Co., Boston, Mass. Adv.

L. DOUGLAS

.

A few big shoe manufacturers are
fighting us bacause we have always re-
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8uce.

''Poulette saute Is a broth thickened
with flour and one egg yolk,, and
and strained.

Kind You Have

Always Bought
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Queer Ironing.
A writer in the WtJe, World magazine says that the most curious sight
he saw at Cairo was men ironing
clothes with their, feet! The men
were employed in the native tailoring
establishments.
Except for the long handle, the
Irons were shaped like the ordinary
only larger. A solid block
of wood rested on the top of the Iron,
and on this the men placed one foot,
guiding the iron in the desired direction by means of the handle. For the
sake of convenience, Ironing boards
were raised only a few inches from
the ground, and, however strange the
method may seem to us, the work
was done very well and very

inIV 1UV iigatiM,
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DOAN'S

Cup-Pou-

.

No.

Cat Doan's at Any Store, 60e

flat-iro-

Here and There.
The adept In cooking does her work
without many utensils.
Milk puddings are the best desserts
for children, but they should be varied.
All green vegetables, roots and
tubers should be crisp and firm when
put on to cook.
In cold weather cream sometimes
refuses to "come" to butter. When
such la the case, set It away over
night By mornlag It will have sepa"How is your wife getting along at
rated, pour oft the thick part, which
a few minutes' stirring will bring to her card club?"
"Fine. So far nobody's put up a
butter.
When a large bottle of olives has better lunch than she did."
been opened and a part of them used,
those remaining In the brine some- BABY IN MISERY WITH RASH
times become soft and almost tasteless. To avoid this, pour halt an Inch
Monroe, Wis. "When my baby was
of oillve oil on top and cork well The six weeks old there came a rash on
olives will retain their flavor
his face which finally spread until It
got nearly all over his body. It formed a crust on his head, hair fell out
and the Itch was terrible. When he
Grape
half a cupful of boiling water would scratch, the crust, the water
over four tablespoonfuls of grape Jelly would ooze out in big drops. On face
and stir until dissolved. Add the and body It was in a dry form and
oame quantity of cold water, one would scale off. He was In great mis
tablespoonful of sugar, and a little ery and at nights I would lie awake
holding his hands so that he could not
lemon Juice.
Place a lump of ice in a glass scratch and disfigure himself. I tried
pitcher' and pour the liquid over. simple remedies at first, then got
Any kind of Jelly will answer If the medicine, but it did no good.
"finally a friend suggested Cutlcura
grape la not at hand, if current Jelly
la used then less lemon Juice will Remedies, so I sent for a sample to
be required, currants being rather see what they would do, when to my
surprise after a few applications I
tart.
could see an Improvement, and he
would rest better. I bought a box of
Argentine (roup.
pint of spilt peas for Cutlcura Ointment and a cake of CutlSoak one-hatwo hours. Boil in plenty of water cura Soap and before I had them half
for two hours with two bay leaves used my baby was cured. His head Is
and 12 seeds of dried red pepper. now covered with a luxuriant growth
An hour before serving add one quart of hair and his complexion in ads
mired by everybody and has no disof good strong stock or
(Signed) Mrs. Annie
of a pint of cold roast meat gravy figurements."
One-hal- f
hour before serving add one Saunders, Sept. 29, 1911.
Cutlcura Soap and Ointment sold
Strain
pint of canned .tomatoes.
through a colander, season with salt throughout the world. Sample of each
to taste. Allow soup to boll again be- free, with 32 p. Skin Book. Address
"Cutlcura, Dept. h, Boston."
fore serving. This soup may be varied poet-car- d
by using different fresh and dried Adv.
vegetables.
Lamentable Ignorance.
Mrs. Kaller "Cooks are such IgnorPotato Toddle.
Into a kettle put two or three ant things nowadays." Mrs. Justwed
slices of salt pork cut In small pieces; "Aren't tbeyT They can't do the simfry grown, peel and slice four large plest things. I asked mine to make
potatoes and onions,, putting first a some sweetbreads the other day and
layer of potatoes and then onions, and she said, she couldn't." McCall's
so on. Season with salt and pepper
and cover with water. Boll SO minutes; when done add a generous lump
of butter.

120ft

(nrfleld At. Poca-tellIdaho. aays:"Fr
pare 1 sntTered from
iclney trouble and
al often confined to
bod.. Mora than once
1 panned kidney stones
and the pulo was awful Morphine waa the
only thing- that pave
me relief nntll I uted
.Joan's Kleiner Pllla.
This remedTdfsaolTed
the atones and from
then on I gradually
ImproTed nntll entirely cured. '
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TO FIX WATER
SUIT AGAINST
ISLAND

CHAMPION

RIGHTS

EL PASO A ROCK
R. R. and 450 OTHERS.

The U. 8. Government Demands
pounding of 80,000 Acre Feet
of Water a Year.

GOTCH'S

FAMOUS

TOE HOLD

READY

NEW- - MEXICO

Many Leagues Finish Schedule-Makinfor 1913.

IN BRIEF
Weatern Newspaper Union News. Service.

g

Pacific Coast Players Get Under Way,
With Other Organizations Following Closely April 10
Is the Big Day.

Dates for Coming Events.
May
State Retailers' and Business Men's Association Conventional
12-1-

KoBvvell.

hag been filed in the United

States District Court for hearing

BASEBALL

Im-

WMtern Newspaper Union News Service.
Santa F6, N. M. A case said to be
without parallel as regards the number of defendants there are 450

named

FOR

be-

fore Judge William H. Pope. The suit
Is one brought for the United States
by Attorney General James C.
and United States District
Attorney Stephen D. Davy of New
Mexico .against the El Paso & Rock
Island railway to adjudicate the rights
of the government over Hondo water
stream systems. This stream rises in
Lincoln county and runs to Fort Stanton, Joining Pecos river below
where Hondo reservoirl is situated.
The suit is known as No. 23S, and
Is brought at the instance of the officials of the reclamation service.
The government declares that it
wants 80,000 acre feet of water impounded per annum, and further declares that "the defendant, the El
Paso & Rock Island road, is diverting
large quantities to its watershed for
the operation of its railroad and connecting roads."
Acknowledging that the El Paso &
Rock Island had certain prior claims
to the Hondo water system, the government maintains these rights do not
permit unbridled use of the water,
which, if allowed to continue, would
interfere with the government's
work. The government further cites
450 defendants to appear
to show
what, if any, rights they have to waters from the Hondo stream.
Should all the defendants appear
here in person . when the case is
brought up it might be necessary to
hold sessions in the Elks' theater or
outdoors.
Ros-wel-

l,

Third Salary Bill Vetoed.
Santa Fe Before leaving for El
Paso to attend the cattlemen's convention, Governor W. C. McDonald
vetoed the county salaries bill, the
third on that subject to be vetoed
wlthia a sixty-dasession of the Legislature. The governor will later file
a veto message setting forth his reasons for this action. It is unofficially understood he holds that the salaries are uniformly too high. The governor also vetoed bills creating Sumner county and Aguilar county, a new
fence law, and a bill permitting o'l
and coal leases on state lands, and
a portion of the general appropriation bill. This completes action on all
bills left with the governor by the
Legislature, which adjourned March
y

14.

Governor To Be Operated Upon.
Santa Fe. Governor W. C. McDonald, who left for El Paso, Tex., is to
undergo a serious operation in that
city within a few days, according to
private advices received here. The
governor has been in failing health
for some time, notwithstanding denials to the contrary, and it is said his
physician has agreed that he must undergo an operation. He is suffering
from a complication of stomach and
kidney diseases which is slowly sapping his life. The governor's friends
are greatly concerned over his condition, which is regarded as very serious, if not actually critical.
A carload of registered Hereford
bulls were received at Tueumcarl for
distribution , among the ranchers of
Quay county.
The State Supreme Court sustained
the District Court for Socorro county
In two murder causes as a result of
which Francisco Granado, who killed
William S. Clark, clerk of the Mogol-lostore last winter in an attempt .o
bold up, and Irwin Frazler, alias John
Gates, who killed Tom Hall, a deputy
sheriff, in a fight with a posse, will
be hanged on April 25th. The hangings will take place at Socorro.
State Superintendent White has
sent out to county school superintendents an interesting letter in
which he urges the women not
only to vote at the April school
election but to elect one of their
number on the boards of incorporated
towns and villages.
That the public playground movement, safely directing the outdoor energies of tho boy when away from
school Is to be an outgrowth of the
plan to promote a moro beautiful
is an assured fact, and steps are
already being made to establish a first
class outdoor gymnasium for the exclusive use of the young life of the
town.
n

Ros-wel-

l,

Tueumcarl purchased a fire wagon,
paying $800.
The famous New Mexico Central
case Is drawing to an end.
Work is progressing rapidly on tho
new cold storage plant at Silver City.
The annual meeting of the Stale
Federation of Women'B Clubs was
held at Albuquerque.
Those farmers who made deep plowing last fall are the ones who will receive the full benefit of the recent
snow fall.
Arthur C. Godair, a banker of
was killed in St. Louis March
19th when his taxtcab was run into by
n street car.
The Gordon Panoramic Photo Company filed Incorporation papers. Its
office is at Magdalena and T. W. Wilson Is the agent.
The funeral of Mrs. Rhoda McKIn-leGarlow, who died at St. Vincent'd
sanitarium after a long Illness, took
place at Santa Fe.
Mrs. V. A. Massle received slight In
juries when she lost her balance and
fell from her horse which she was riding to Wagon Mound.
The Nelson ranch, ten miles from
recently changed hands.
The sale includes 2,500 head of cattlo
and the price realized $60,000.
A railroad twenty-twmiles long
s
which connected Silver City with
Altos, Is being torn up. It originally cost over $300,000vto construct.
While cranking a car on East Third
street, J. H. Lee of Grandledge, Mich.,
who is spending some time in Roswell,
sustained a bad fracture, of his right
arm.
On July 1st Dr. W. E. Garrison will
retire as the president of the New
Mexico College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts. As yet his successor has
"
not been named.
Ros-wel-

o

Pl-no-

March rains are very uncommon in
the Pecos valley and the Mains and
mountains adjacent. In fact no other
March in eight years has rain fallen
to compare with March, 1913.
The Hunter Milling Company, a
Kansas City company which had offices at Melrose, has filed notice with
the state corporation commission that
it has decided to leave the state.
The innocent swallowing of several
strychnine tablets brought about the
death of the nineteen-months-oldaughter of Mr. and Mrs. A. Tedrow,
residing about three miles west of
Roswell.
Mayor Lorenzo Delgado of the
town of Las Vegas has issued a proclamation for an election at whicn
members of the board of education
will be selected. The election will occur on April 10th.
The Silver City, Pinos Altos and
Mogollon railroad, the narrow gauge
line which connects Silver City with
the Pinos Altos mines, has been sold
and the work of tearing it up will be
commenced at once.
Sidney W. Cooper, government
drainage engineer located at Roswei',
has received word from headquarters
in Washington that he is to be assigned offices in the new federal
building, about completed.
A pretty romance, begun while both
were patients at the New Mexico Cottage Sanatorium, bad its culmination
when Miss Kathryn Mather of Utica,
New York, became the bride of Albei t
Gallatin Simms of Texarkana, Ark.
Wilson W. Mills, son of former Governor and Mrs. William J. Mills of Las
Vegas, has been signally honored by
election to the Theta Kappa Nu fraternity of the University of Michigan,
from which he will be graduated in
June.
A frame building on the corner of
Hudson and Twelfth streets in Silver
City, opposite the old baseball ground,
occupied in one end as an assay office
by J. C. Woodward and in the other
by W. T. Cherry, was completely destroyed by fire, causing a $6,000 loss.
Department
at
The Postoffice
Cloudcroft Issued an order instructing
the carrier between Cloudcroft and
Alamogordo to travel the "New State
Highway," which has just been
opened to the public. This is the new
"Box Canon Road" that has caused
so much comment lately.
The state of New Mexlco,"througb
Attorney General Frank Wi Clancy,
has filed Its desire not to prosecute
in the famous lumber cases Instituton behalf of
ed by Ormsby McHai
the government in 1907. Consequently the cases were dismissed by U. S.
District Judge William H. Pope.
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Gotch Demonstrates
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Toe Hold.

HAVE often been asked," says the defensive wrestler to the mat
Gotch, "how and when I dis- Since the under wrestler has turned
covered the toe hold. That Is on his side, the
may be
a pretty hard question to an affixed and the opponent pinned with
swer. Farmer Burns and I worked out the half nelson and toe hold. or the
the problem of the toe hold wrestling toe hold released and the crotch and
In Iowa.
n
I think I used It first on
applied.
The toe bold
Scott Miller In 1902. I pulled the foot may be used alone.
over the leg and applied the leverage.
"While I have won many matches
.The other toe hold, and the one I em with the toe hold, It Is a mistake to
ploy the most, was worked out imagine I have depended upon this
later.
grip. . In. fact, I have won more
"There are several varieties of toe matches with other holds. I probably
holds and locks, but the one I use have won most of my matches with
most and the one which writers call the
and crotch, but fear
'the famous toe hold,' consists of get- of the toe hold has helped In securting the opponent's foot in a vice In ing this and other combinations.
which the toes and ankle , are the
"I defeated Dlnnle In England with
points of attack. It Is often confused this form of the toe hold. I think
with the toe hold over the leg, but I put the hold on DInnIo more quickly
the two grips are distinct. than on any other opponent I ever
"It is- Important first of all to have met. Dlnnle had angered me by conone's opponent in the proper position tending he was not down In the first
to begin the preliminary moves for the fall, and I gave him another chance.
toe hold. When an opponent Is on .the As he came toward me I dove for bis
mat, suppose the attacker is on the legs and put htm down. As he fell
right side. The wrestler who Is the I came down on his right leg and since
'under dog must be on his hands he was In the proper position for the
and knees for the attacker to make toe hold I had his leg and foot trapped
the shift that traps his opponent's in a few seconds. I had It on Dlnnle
so quick that It made him a convert
further foot.
"The attacker from this position to our style of wrestling. He was
holds his opponent to the mat by one of the best boosters we bad In
grasping the right leg high up with England after that experience.
both hands, working well to the side.
"I' think Hackenschmidt
mortally
With his right hand the attacker feared the toe hold In both our
reaches inside the crotch from the matches. He quit when I went after
front, grasping his opponent's left the hold In our first match. He pleadankle. With the left hand he grasps ed that he had enough as soon as I
his opponent's foot near the toes, al- secured the grip In our last meeting.
most simultaneously straddling the
"I doubt the wisdom of barring the
near leg of his opponent and pulling toe hold. Once this grip Is under the
up on the imprisoned foot The oppo- ban the game will degenerate In
the
nent's right leg In this way Is trapped direction of the Greco-Romastyle,
and his left foot Is "out of commis- which at best Is only half wrestling.
sion." When the left leg has been .Im- Then the hammerlock, which Is Just
prisoned in this way for a few sec- as dangerous, would have to go and
onds, the muscles relax and the mem- the game would be reduced to a test
ber becomes powerless. The attacker of mere brute strength.
then pulls up and may apply the twist
"Although I have had many
to the toe hold. His head may be used lers at my mercy with the toe wresthold,
as an Instrument of attack in forcing I have never Injured an opponent
an opponent's shoulders to the mat.
without cause. In 1900 at the Brookes'
"Since the left leg of the defensive casino in Chicago I injured Pardello,
wrestler has become ineffective by the Italian; but had cause, for he had
being Imprisoned in this way, the pulled a whole handful of
from
ankle hold may be released and the my head. It is Just as easy hair
to Injure
toe hold easily retained. The free an opponent with the
hammerlock or
right hand of the attacker then may the headlock."
be used In forcing the shoulders of
(Copyrteht, 1912. by Joseph B. Bowles.)
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CHASE IS VERSATILE

PLAYER

Mack Says New Yorker Can Play Any
Position on Diamond, With Exception of Battery.

It Is not at all surprising that there
should be a big difference of opinion
among all players and wise baseball
managers as to whether a left hander
can play second base. The debate has
been going on for some time. In fact,

Schedule making of the nearly two
score of recognized professional baseball leagues In the country Is complete for the 1913 season with only a
few departures from the general pro
gram followed, last year.
The first pennant race was started
as usual by tbe Pacific Coast league,
whose season opened April 1 and
which is also the last to close on
Oct 26. April 10 Is the big opening
day of the year, marking not only the
commencement of the two major
league seasons, but those of the
American
association,
the Texas
league and the Southern league.
The Western league, whose season
opens April 18 and closes Oct. 6, has
schedule,
voted to retain the
which makes three minor leagues now
playing longer schedules than the major leagues namely, the Pacific Coast
league, the American association and
the Western league.
Among the changes this year In tbe
circuits there is the probable shift '
of the Fall River (Mass.) 'franchise
to Portland, Me., in the New England
league; the return of Waterbury.
Conn., to Jthe old Connecticut league,
which will be called the Eastern association this year, and the addition of
New London and Plttsfleld, with the
loss of New Britain, makes an eight
club circuit Last year there were
only six teams.
The Central league Is considerably
changed, being reduced from a twelve-clu- b
circuit to one of six cities Tort
Wayne, Terre Haute and Evansvllle,
Ind., Dayton and Springfield, O., and
e
Grand Rapids, Mich. The
league Includes Atlantlo City, N. J.,
and Chester, Pa., this year in place of
Altoona and Johnstown, Pa. The Ohio
State league Is reduced to a
circuit, of Ironton, Lima, Mansfield!
Chillicothe, Portsmouth and Newark,
e

Tri-stat-

six-clu- b

Ohio.

The opening and closing dates ol
most of the leagues whose scheduler
are available are as follows:
April 10 American league, Oct S.
April 10 National league, Oct. 5.
April 10 American Assn., Sept. 29.
April 10 Texas league. Sept 7.
April 10 Southern league, Sept. 7.
April 15 Northwestern league, Sept
28.

April

'

16

International league, Sept

17

South

21.

April
Sept 1.

Atlantic,

leaguii

April 17 Virginia league. Sept 13.
April 18 Western league, Oct. 5.
April 23 Central league, Sept. 7.
April 23 Fastern association (for
merly Connecticut league), Sept 7.
April 80 New York State league,
Sept. 14.
e
April 30
league, Sept 1.
April 30 New England league, September 1.
April 30 Central association, Sepf
tember 1.
May 7 Southern Michigan league,
Griffith and many other ball players SepC17.
May 8 Ohio State league, Sept 21.
declare that Chase will have no trouble in playing that sack, while there
are some who were of the opinion that
a second baseman could not make the
plays which came around that cushion if he had to throw with his left
hand.
"1 think Hal Chase can play any
on the diamond with the exception of the battery work," says Connie Mack, manager of the Athletes.
"The reason he will be able to play
second base Is that he Is the quickest
man with his hands I have seen on
e
What has become of the
the ball field In my time. He may be
a trifle weak in that position, but then, pitchers who were known as "cold
again, he will make some plays down weather" twlrlers.
According to New York papers, Jim
there that a right hander can not
Thorpe has done everything but Jump
make.
"I think that he would be much bet- over the Brooklyn bridge.
Sport writers, pick the Giants to
ter than some of the right handed
second basemen we have In the game repeat In the National league. They
right now. I saw him play that bag say the Pirates lack pennant fighting
in Philadelphia, and my players said qualities.
A.baseball writer claims that If the
that they thought he could play anything on the ball lot There have not national commission gets a chance to
been many men who have mada a suc- run Mexico It will make ' a major
cess of playing the infield who have league out of 1C
The Georgia School of Technology
been left banders. But then, again,
there have been exceptions. I think now has under construction in Atlanta
Chase is one of them. He will shift the finest athletic stadium In that secwith the players, and I think be can tion of the country.
Manager Miller Hugglns of the
touch base runners.
"If Chance finds that be can play Cardinals believes that Ivy Wlngo will
there Is no doubt In my mind that be be the best catcher In the National
will have another good lnflelder and league this season.
Jacinto Calvo, the young Cuban sewill not have to worry about his second base trouble. Chance could not cured by Clark Griffith, is looming up
go through the country and pick up a fine, and Grift believes that the youngman who could play as well as Chase ster will make good.
Ward McDowell, the Nebraska boy
at second base, could bet If Chance
finds that be cannot play, why Chase purchased by tbe Naps, Is being
could do just as well In the outfield, boosted by Larry Lajoie. McDowell
but I look for him to be the regular is a second baseman.
Only two American trotters,- - Royal
second-sacker.- "
Reaper and Soprano, were able to win
Catcher John Henry of the Senators more than $2,600 In Austria-Hungardeclares that his Injured knee has en- last year, when 1630,000 was given la
tirely mended.
purse money.
.
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Hal Chase.

since Hal Chase expressed his desire
to play that bag, and now that Chance
has said that he Is going to put Chase
on second base If he can get In the
game, and be says be will, the debate
bat become all the warmer.
Connie Mack, Willie Keeler, Clark

